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4 news

Through the benefits of EtherCAT and PC-based automation, Beckhoff provides open and
scalable tools that distribution and fulfillment centers need to succeed

Digital transformation helps
intralogistics operations thrive
By Doug Schuchart, Material Handling Vertical Manager, Beckhoff USA

Digital transformation continues to revolutionize

© Todd Yarrington

modern distribution and fulfillment centers.
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Today you can’t talk about intralogistics without mentioning digital transfor-

such as DeviceNet, PROFIBUS and CANopen. As a result, EtherCAT is the only

mation. It has been revolutionizing modern distribution and fulfillment centers,

protocol that can support a single-network architecture for the entire intralo-

and it’s the basis for emerging technologies that are now crucial for staying

gistics enterprise.

competitive in today’s fast-paced market. Robotics, machine learning, artificial
intelligence, predictive maintenance, intelligent motion control and voice-acti-

EtherCAT boasts flexible communication via any topology to as many as 65,535

vated solutions support digitization in general and fuel exciting advances in a

devices on a single network segment – typically in microseconds, not millisec-

core technology for which Beckhoff is a market leader: PC-based automation.

onds. EtherCAT is the ideal protocol for the highway of conveyors connecting
thousands of sensor devices, I/O modules and motor drives across a fulfillment

Digitization, however, is only beneficial through easy data access throughout the

center. With EtherCAT and TwinCAT, the fulfillment center truly becomes a

enterprise. As a pioneer and early adopter of PC Control, Beckhoff successfully

high-speed digital city. This results in far fewer CPUs (or PLCs) and no switches

uses the automation controller for local data capture, edge processing and shar-

that increase digital traffic delays, cost and re-engineering requirements due to

ing across the enterprise and the cloud. The ease, flexibility, speed and security

lifecycle obsolescence.

of how data are gathered, structured and transmitted sets the Beckhoff solution
apart from PLCs and PACs. Traditional PLCs do not support local databases for

Further, EtherCAT moves to the next level with cost and installation savings op-

storing important system and operational data, restrict how data can be struc-

portunities via EtherCAT P and gigabit performance via EtherCAT G. EtherCAT P

tured and lack modern communication options as well as cloud connectivity.

combines communication and power into one cable to simplify the system,
even including cables designed with high voltage and high current carrying

The TwinCAT automation platform from Beckhoff supports a wide range of open

capabilities. EtherCAT G provides much higher bandwidth for data throughput.

and modern communication options to the warehouse control system (WCS) or

This enables high-speed robotic picking and goods-to-person applications, for
example, using TwinCAT Kinematics and TwinCAT Vision software on one centralized controller. As extensions of the existing EtherCAT technology, all new

Doug Schuchart,

and existing EtherCAT hardware remains fully supported and can combine into

Material Handling &

one feature-filled network.

Intralogistics Manager,
Beckhoff USA

Adding to the advantages of decentralized I/O, TwinSAFE integrates TÜV-certified functional safety directly into the standard EtherCAT and TwinCAT environments. This eliminates the expense of separate safety PLCs and hardwiring to
every e-stop, pull cord, light curtain or other devices, which increases simplicity

© Kevin Blackburn

and flexibility in system design for today’s fulfillment centers.
Learn how to meet growing consumer demands
While EtherCAT creates a flexible, real-time communication highway to send
data from sensors, motors and other field devices to the automation controller,
the Beckhoff IoT toolbox extends it to the enterprise level and/or the cloud. For
warehouse management system (WMS), and across the enterprise. TwinCAT also

instance, TwinCAT Analytics, Condition Monitoring, Power Monitoring and the

comprehensively supports legacy communication required in brownfield instal-

built-in, real-time TwinCAT Scope all enable predictive maintenance, improved

lations, including the option to easily create custom protocols. With real-time,

diagnostics and extensive remote support capabilities to increase uptime. This

modern communication options, the automation controller never becomes a

is crucial in modern intralogistics environments that are heavily influenced by

bottleneck.

e-commerce demands, especially during peak seasons. For the autonomous
optimization of equipment, systems and robots via pre-trained neural networks,

Further, Beckhoff continues to lead the way in open communication, being the

Beckhoff announced TwinCAT Machine Learning. Integrated into our real-time

first supplier in the market to integrate OPC UA as both a server and a client for

automation platform, these tools ensure that retailers and intralogistics equip-

another open, secure communication protocol option. Today Beckhoff offers a

ment suppliers can meet growing consumer demands for shorter delivery times

complete suite of automation software products and cloud-based solutions for

with higher accuracy and rapidly process returns.

IoT and Industrie 4.0 concepts. Our company offers IoT hardware solutions for
brownfield sites and supports connectivity through product certification from

With TwinCAT and EtherCAT, Beckhoff is already a proven leader in the automa-

leading cloud services, including Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft

tion of intralogistics systems. However, we continue to forge new technologies

Azure. It is also possible to use Beckhoff automation controllers to create local-

and set new automation standards in the industry. We look forward to helping

ized private cloud implementations.

all intralogistics professionals achieve their automation goals to outperform
e-commerce rivals and not just survive, but thrive through the digital transfor-

Ultimate I/O performance with EtherCAT
Digitization begins with the ability to use one common fieldbus for communication to all devices across the fulfillment center. EtherCAT, as the most open
fieldbus on the market, offers the capability to use gateways for all open
Ethernet protocols such as EtherNet/IP and PROFINET and even legacy protocols

mation.
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Combining the TwinCAT real-time kernel with open-source FreeBSD OS promises increased customization and security
with reduced licensing costs

TwinCAT/BSD provides an additional operating
system for Beckhoff Industrial PCs

PC Control | Intralogistics Special 2020

Windows 32/64 bit
TwinCAT 3 Engineering Environment based on Visual Studio®
System Manager
– Configuration

|
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eXtended Automation
Engineering (XAE)

Programming
– IEC 61131-3
– object-oriented extensions
– C/C++

TwinCAT Transport Layer – ADS

TcCOM

C++
Module

C
Module

TcCOM

TcCOM

Simulink®
Module

NC

TcCOM

TcCOM

CNC

Safety

TcCOM

TcCOM

PLC

TcCOM

TwinCAT 3 runtime

PLC

eXtended Automation
Runtime (XAR)

Beckhoff recently released TwinCAT/BSD as an alternative operating system

Why is FreeBSD a good fit for TwinCAT?

(OS) for its proven PC-based automation platform. Ideal for intralogistics

The roots of FreeBSD reach back to the University of California, Berkeley where

applications, TwinCAT/BSD combines the TwinCAT runtime with FreeBSD, an

the initial kernel was developed; in fact, BSD stands for Berkeley Software Dis-

industrially tested and reliable open-source operating system. This additional

tribution. A modern iteration of Unix, FreeBSD is related to systems like Linux,

OS is designed to increase options for customization, reduce license costs and

and many well-known Linux programs can now be used under TwinCAT/BSD.

eliminate distribution issues with third-party vendors, including licensing and

Unlike Linux, however, it is a complete operating system and not simply a kernel.

eventual discontinuation of support. In addition to multi-core support and a

Through these strengths, FreeBSD is currently the basis for many other technol-

small software footprint, TwinCAT/BSD combined with the Beckhoff Package

ogy platforms, including the Nintendo Switch, PlayStation OS and widely-used

Server offers a simple option for installing TwinCAT functions and FreeBSD ap-

software and services such as WhatsApp, Netflix and many others.

plications or updating the entire system. TwinCAT/BSD will support all TwinCAT
runtime functions and additionally enable the use of the HTML5-based TwinCAT

While TwinCAT/BSD charts a different path from Windows, there is no loss

HMI on the same system. Of course, Beckhoff will continue to support Windows

of system openness or performance – both hallmarks of New Automation

operating systems in new and already installed controller hardware.

Technology from Beckhoff. As with Windows operating systems, a wide variety
of additional software can be installed on the machine controller alongside

While the alternative OS opens up new possibilities for the Beckhoff Industrial

TwinCAT. In addition, the OS provides the robust security of a modern Unix

PC (IPC) portfolio, it does not fundamentally change the capabilities of the

system. This open-source technology easily extends to the industrial space,

PC-based control platform. Engineering still occurs in the familiar TwinCAT XAE
(eXtended Automation Engineering) environment based on Visual Studio® from

promising simple configuration, extensions and customizations as desired by

a Windows development computer – or via a web browser using TwinCAT Cloud

wide-ranging applications in intralogistics and beyond.

the individual programmer. TwinCAT/BSD ensures an effective, reliable OS for

Engineering. Full customization remains possible with TwinCAT/BSD, along
with an increased OS lifetime and availability for older devices. Simply put, the
TwinCAT real-time kernel is combined with the open-source FreeBSD operating
system to provide an additional OS option, when applications call for it, with
the same reliability, security and openness delivered by the standard Beckhoff
platform.

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/twincat-bsd
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EtherCAT Box-based roller conveyor component reduces cabling efforts and provides a vendor-agnostic solution
for intralogistics and warehousing

New Beckhoff EP7402 MDR controller boosts
motion control for conveying systems

PC Control | Intralogistics Special 2020
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Beckhoff Automation has released a new solution to enhance efficiency, communication and cabling for motor-driven roller (MDR) conveyor systems. The
EP7402 EtherCAT Box offers optimal control for multi-zone conveying systems
in intralogistics, distribution centers and warehousing applications. The Beckhoff
MDR controller is a compact, two-channel motor output stage for BLDC motors
used in MDRs, regardless of the conveyor or roller motor vendor. Measuring just
174 mm x 60 mm x 36.5 mm, the IP67-rated device mounts easily in standard
C-channel or L-brackets on the conveyor frame. It requires no additional protective covering and meets new NFPA 79 standards. The robust communication
and built-in diagnostics capabilities of the EtherCAT industrial Ethernet system
offer additional advantages.

The MDR controller also allows the integration of TwinSAFE technology into
the system architecture. This functional
safety solution from Beckhoff leverages the TÜV-certified Safety over EtherCAT
(FSoE) protocol. As a result, conveying systems
can easily incorporate standard e-stops, pull cords,
light curtains and other safety devices into the convenient and simplified wiring solution provided by the B23 hybrid
EtherCAT P cabling to the central controller running TwinCAT.
TwinCAT functionality moves MDR systems forward
Motor protection features include voltage monitoring, thermal overload protection and overcurrent protection. The EP7402 also supports zero-pressure
accumulation (ZPA) logic in its firmware for local control. This feature is fully
autonomous and can be selected via parameters. Further, Beckhoff offers an
intralogistics framework for additional features based off function blocks available in the TwinCAT platform for PLC control of the entire system.
The EP7402 is fully integrated into TwinCAT 3 automation software, which

Optimal communication and cabling via compact EtherCAT Box

simplifies programming through the use of motion designer software and a free

Further minimizing cabling cost and effort, the EP7402 uses One Cable Auto-

selection of programming languages or predefined function blocks. In addition,

mation with B23 ENP hybrid connectors, which combines power and EtherCAT

the TwinCAT Automation Device Specification (ADS) interface lends itself to

communication in a single cable. This solution provides 24 V DC for motor

commissioning and communication in distributed, multi-controller architectures,

control and peripheral I/O. Optionally, 24 – 48 V DC versions are planned. The

by automatically detecting and addressing devices in the field over EtherCAT

hybrid B23 cable can carry 30A to distribute power to up to roughly 16 MDR

or other fieldbuses. The TwinCAT IoT toolkit provides additional benefits for

motors along the conveyor path. Power can be refreshed via industrial-hardened

data-intensive operations focused on digital transformation and Industrie 4.0

infrastructure so that further roller motors and other devices can be added to

concepts in intralogistics, including the ability to transmit all of the diagnostic

meet extensive conveyor and EtherCAT network requirements.

data from the MDR controllers back to TwinCAT Analytics for production dashboards and predictive maintenance on conveying systems.

The EtherCAT Box also functions as an EtherCAT junction, so diverse field devices can easily be daisy chained with power and communication back to a central

With these unique benefits, the new EP7402 MDR controller offers traditional

machine controller. The field-mounted EP7402 provides two B23 connectors for

roller conveyors the high performance, space savings and scalability inherent in

input and forwarding of power and communication to other MDR controllers.

all motion control components from Beckhoff.

M8 sockets accommodate up to two roller motors per device, and additional
M8 sockets offer connectivity for digital inputs/outputs to sensors and vision
systems as well as power and communication outputs to the entire range of
EtherCAT Box I/O modules.

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat-box
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Beckhoff technologies, from the I/O level
to the cloud, provide leading-edge solutions
for the smart distribution center.

Beckhoff USA Product Managers: The evolving world of intralogistics requires flexible,
scalable and data-driven control and networking technologies

Automation advances help distribution
centers handle disruption

PC Control | Intralogistics Special 2020
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The C60xx Industrial PC series combines
maximum performance and scalability in
an ultra-compact form factor.

Online shopping platforms, same-day shipping, faster returns processing, require-

cloud provider like AWS IoT Greengrass or Microsoft Azure IoT Edge. No matter

ments for new conveying systems and even innovative solutions that replace

how you look at it, effective data acquisition and analytics are key to achieving

them altogether – e-commerce has dramatically changed intralogistics and

these goals, and the capabilities of automation solutions from Beckhoff have

material handling. The pace of these advances is not slowing. Every distribution

proven invaluable for many.

and fulfillment center technology, from gantry cranes to conveyors and sorters
to warehouse execution software (WES) and IoT-enabled controllers, must continually evolve. In this interview, the product management team at Beckhoff USA

Beyond the inherently open connectivity of Beckhoff hardware and TwinCAT 3

explains the importance of flexible, scalable technologies in these applications

scalable platform. TwinCAT offers integrated machine vision capabilities for effi-

and how Beckhoff is responding to a rapidly changing industry and its demands

cient, real-time image processing. The software also features a speech extension

for new innovations.

to streamline order picking with fulfillment systems and AGVs. This extends up to

automation software, these solutions provide a range of functions on a single,

machine learning (ML) algorithms on the local controller – running an inference
How is e-commerce changing automation and control

on the local machine to maximize carton or tote throughput, for example. This

architectures in intralogistics?

could happen in real-time via TwinCAT Machine Learning or asynchronously
with third-party software. The recently announced TwinCAT/BSD will offer a

Daymon Thompson, Automation Product Manager – North America: In

non-Windows operating system for Beckhoff PC-based controls developed using

distribution and fulfillment centers, engineers and management are looking for

FreeBSD. This new Beckhoff OS ensures the full functionality on our complete

new ways to build the systems needed today while futureproofing to anticipate

range of controllers, and it has already generated significant interest in the

what they’ll need tomorrow. The key concerns are throughput and uptime, espe-

intralogistics industry.

cially during the busy holiday shopping season. In this industry, like many others,
IoT and Industrie 4.0 concepts are leading the way forward. However, this

Eric Reiner, IPC Product Manager – USA: Traditional PLCs, however, can’t

looks slightly different in intralogistics: The smart warehouse of the future will

keep up with technology advances in today’s smart distribution centers, much

make adjustments on the fly using machine learning, whether at the real-time

less the warehouses of the future. These “black box” controllers require addi-

control level or the equipment level. It will allow open use of protocols to the

tional gateways to connect to the cloud, and adding a second computer that’s

warehouse management system (WMS) or make use of edge computing from a

not industrial-hardened into the harsh environment is a recipe for disaster. In

|
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One Cable Automation via EtherCAT P
provides an optimal solution for conveyors
and other intralogistics technologies.

addition, these outdated options add cost and require additional handshakes

Whether using widely distributed or centralized architectures, distribution cen-

that slow down response times in high-speed material handling environments.

ters benefit from fine scalability in IPCs and TwinCAT, which can run on every

The evolution to smart warehouse technologies requires a shift down to the pro-

Beckhoff controller.

cessor level, and Beckhoff PC-based machine controllers can provide response
times < 100 μs in some applications, easily connect to the cloud and scale up

Daymon Thompson: And we are working to streamline and simplify pro-

or down to suit an application’s complexity.

cesses at every step. On the engineering side, the TwinCAT engineering environment, which has been freely available on our website since introduction,

How scalable is the hardware selection, and does the software

is now accessible from anywhere through TwinCAT Cloud Engineering. Using

change with different performance classes?

any standard web browser, you can now develop code in the TwinCAT environment, integrated in Microsoft Visual Studio®. From a process optimization

Eric Reiner: Our Industrial PC (IPC) portfolio spans from entry-level controllers
with ARM processors all the way to many-core industrial servers with Intel® Xeon®

perspective, the new One-Click Dashboard for TwinCAT Analytics enables easy

processors that have up to 40 cores. This range will soon expand with powerful

boards to display important KPIs without the difficulty of designing an HMI

AMD Ryzen™ processor options in our embedded PC range. This will boost

from scratch. Combined with machine learning, the TwinCAT Analytics toolkit

CPU performance and continue the option to use PC-based controllers with a

accelerates the ability to implement big data strategies for the smart distri-

32-bit OS if needed in an application. While we offer both IPCs and multi-touch

bution center. Modern communication options available with TwinCAT include

control panels, we also build Panel PCs that integrate the machine controller

support for MQTT, REST and HTTPS, as well as access to read and write data

with the HMI screen, which many intralogistics customers have found valuable.

regardless of its location, such as in a database, or its format such as HTML,

Also important to big data and smart warehouse strategies is how Beckhoff

XML or JSON. With TwinCAT’s real-time TCP option, the automation controller

embedded controllers and IPCs support local data collection via large-capacity
CFast cards, hard disk and solid state disk drives. Beckhoff controllers and IPCs

never becomes the bottleneck for communication. End-to-end Beckhoff technologies, from the I/O level to the cloud, help with scheduling maintenance,

also offer large amounts of RAM for faster operations. By producing our own

increasing uptime and achieving the goal of completely autonomous ware-

motherboards in Germany, we guarantee stable performance in the field and

houses and fulfillment centers.

drop-in replacement of new controllers running the same TwinCAT project.

visualization of data. Engineers and management can easily customize dash-

PC Control | Intralogistics Special 2020
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New intelligent motion control concepts are
available in XPlanar, providing maximum route
flexibility for product transport.

How well, then, has fieldbus technology met the growing data

EtherCAT can handle this data load, but once other factors are in play, it could tax

requirements?

the network. In these cases, the higher bandwidth of EtherCAT G will be particularly important for smart distribution centers working to implement Industrie 4.0

Sree Swarna Gutta, I/O Product Manager – USA: Traditional fieldbuses

concepts and big data strategies. It ensures that information can be sent from the

already had difficulty with less complex operations, but with the large amounts

field devices to the controller for processing and real-time decision making, as

of data generated by increased machine vision and barcode scanners in dis-

well as up to the cloud, but most importantly, it remains completely compatible

tribution centers, many are now scrambling to adapt. Most Ethernet-based

with standard EtherCAT through an innovative branch controller model.

protocols suffer from time delays related to cascaded switches, not to mention
the added costs. These networks are limited in terms of speed, topology and

Do increased capabilities mean increased footprint requirements?

the number of devices, which are all important in distribution centers. However,
the openness and fundamental principles of EtherCAT – processing on the fly,

Sree Swarna Gutta: EtherCAT is a switchless network, which already re-

synchronization with distributed clocks, free choice of topology and built-in di-

duces space and cost requirements, but Beckhoff also offers devices in many

agnostics, among others – mean it meets today’s requirements. Since EtherCAT

space-saving form factors – from IP20 I/O slices to PCB-board-mounted I/O up

supports connectivity with all modern fieldbuses, it is the clear choice to meet

to IP69K machine-mountable box modules. In addition, integrated functional

all connectivity requirements whether modernizing brownfield sites or planning

and analog safety via TwinSAFE is also available in many form factors, and

advanced greenfield applications.

it works over the standard network using TÜV-certified Safety over EtherCAT
(FSoE) technology. So without increasing footprint, we can put more EtherCAT

While the 100 Mbit/s communication speeds of standard EtherCAT meet the vast

I/O in more places, which means faster communication, more safety, more di-

majority of current requirements, the gigabit extensions – EtherCAT G and G10,

agnostics and greater data. But that’s not enough for Beckhoff, so we released

at 1 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s, respectively – will accommodate applications with high

EtherCAT P, which provides power and EtherCAT signal via a single cable for

data throughput requirements, such as even greater degrees of machine vision,

EtherCAT Terminals, EtherCAT Box modules and field devices. This One Cable

complex motion control and high-end measurement. For example, EtherCAT ELM

Technology is invaluable for distribution centers with long expanses of con-

modules provide measurement for current, voltage and condition monitoring

veying and sortation equipment; it eliminates cables and reduces wiring effort

for vibration and acoustics with 24-bit resolution at up to 10 ksps. Standard

while delivering high-speed communication throughout the distribution center.

|
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The broad range of motor and drive
solutions from Beckhoff is well-suited
to diverse requirements throughout
distribution centers.

Eric Reiner: Reducing control cabinet sizes or eliminating them entirely is a

both basic and advanced kinematics. Having one common DC bus for both

goal across our entire product portfolio. This is reflected in our increased offer-

servos and induction motors is a big advantage. And everything runs on the

ings for ultra-compact IPCs, particularly in the C60xx series, as well as the DIN

same scalable TwinCAT platform, with programming in the universal engineering

rail-mounted CX7000, which is our smallest form factor industrial controller

environment. EtherCAT also provides the optimal motion bus with fast feedback,

that’s well suited to distributed control architectures. While these are very

built-in diagnostics and the option to implement TwinSAFE directly on the drive.

compact, they still require some enclosure. But Beckhoff is actively engaged
in producing an IP67-rated IPC that could remove the control cabinet entirely.

With the EP7402 EtherCAT Box, Beckhoff integrates an important technology

In the near future, we will provide a solution that can be mounted in the field

for controlling MDR conveying systems into the same EtherCAT and PC-based

– even directly on a robotic arm at a picking or palletizing station. This IPC ad-

control architecture. After all, conveyors are still the bread and butter for most

dition should be the last puzzle piece for a cabinet-free application, considering

intralogistics suppliers. The flexible MDR controller works regardless of roller

how EtherCAT Box modules, industrial-hardened multi-touch control panels and

manufacturer. Keeping the drive outside the roller ensures that key data is trans-

many of our motion control solutions are installed today.

mitted to the automation controller to complement the smart warehouse. One
Cable Automation via EtherCAT P results in drive cabling reductions, increased

So what motion control advances are driving intralogistics

diagnostics and faster reaction to product flow, because it enables localized

forward?

zone control. This means zero-pressure accumulation (ZPA) from one of the most
competitive MDR options on the market.

Matt Prellwitz, Motion Control Product Manager – USA: In general, motion control is becoming more intelligent. This is true for our distributed servo

Jeff Johnson, Mechatronics Product Manager – USA: While we deliver the

systems, which integrate the servo drive directly into the motor casing and use

motion solutions needed in today’s standard systems, we also help engineers

EtherCAT P, and it’s true for our new mechatronics innovations. But it’s also the

introduce their own breakthrough solutions with offerings like the eXtended

case with more standard offerings. Beckhoff has full motion capabilities from our

Transport System (XTS) and XPlanar. Adding to intelligent motion control

new motor-driven roller (MDR) controller up to brushless DC and servo options

options, XTS is a modular linear transport system that can reduce machine

for AGVs and other large pieces of equipment. Our AX8000 Servo Drive, for

footprint up to 50%, by replacing bulky, expensive conveying and indexing

example, supports both asynchronous induction and synchronous motors with

equipment. The XTS movers can travel independently of one another along a

PC Control | Intralogistics Special 2020
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“E-commerce systems need
to be incredibly modular 		
and scalable to withstand
and capitalize on constant
disruption in the industry.”

The U.S. product management team: (from left) Matt Prellwitz, Daymon Thompson,
Sree Swarna Gutta, Eric Reiner and Jeff Johnson.

number of customizable rail systems with high dynamics and precision. This

essary workstations along the way for that individual item, whether it requires

makes the mechatronic system perfect for gapping and diverting applications.

special labeling or other customization. It does this in real time, which is why a

While XTS is not designed to replace basic conveying systems, it certainly could.

high-end control platform and the data throughput of EtherCAT G are important.

Only one scan would be required from pick to shipping. Since the movers are

While XPlanar is still in beta testing, many of the functional capabilities are

mapped as individual servo axes, the system never loses track of the items being

possible today with XTS and other motion solutions.

transported. This traceability would require an incredible number of scanners in
traditional architectures, so the component and labor reductions would be a

Matt Prellwitz: Engineers can already use ML to optimize product flow, reduce

worthwhile tradeoff in some cases.

energy consumption or minimize the amount of human interaction required to
pick, pack and ship a product. As a result, the application is never really “final.”

XPlanar keeps this same level of traceability while providing an infinite number

ML can continuously improve processes, but it’s doing that automatically. This

of paths that the product or package can travel. This “flying motion” system

functionality is already available in the cloud and at the controller level, but

levitates magnetic movers with six degrees of motion up to 5 mm above pla-

distribution centers need to consider how streamlined, maintainable and sus-

nar motor tiles. Since the two components don’t touch, the parts do not wear.

tainable control solutions are before diving in. For example, will the automation

Using the power of TwinCAT for ML and optimization, as well as the high data

vendor still offer replacement hardware in 10 years? Or, will the machine con-

throughput of EtherCAT G, the system can automatically determine the best

troller support upgrades without compromising the code? E-commerce systems

route to get from point A to point B.

need to be incredibly modular and scalable to withstand and capitalize on
constant disruption in the industry. That means automation solutions, from the

So these technologies support the overall shift to Industrie 4.0

software to the servo drives, should offer total flexibility.

in intralogistics?
Jeff Johnson: Very much so. With the arrival of XPlanar we can essentially ask,
“What’s the most efficient path to get an item to its destination?” Then it uses
the powerful PC-based control and networking tools from Beckhoff to calculate
the route, avoiding collisions with other movers and stopping at any other nec-

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/intralogistics
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Honeywell Intelligrated boosts device connectivity and networking capabilities
with PC Control and EtherCAT while cutting controller hardware costs by 50%

The Connected Distribution
Center takes control of
intralogistics challenges
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GTO workstations support picking,
replenishment or quality control
operations with flexible PC-based
control and EtherCAT technologies.

E-commerce continues to grow rapidly at a 25% annual rate, according to

assets that drive warehouse productivity and effectiveness. The Connected

Honeywell Intelligrated. For every six jobs created, however, there is only one

Distribution Center concept is the driving force behind the development of all

worker available, and only 20% of candidates possess the necessary skills. These

automation and material handling solutions – from software to conveying and

statistics underscore the labor challenges facing retailers and distribution centers

sortation equipment. Recent examples include the modular goods-to-robot

(DCs) in a hyper-competitive market. For these reasons, many intralogistics operations are leveraging technological advances to accelerate their digital transfor-

(GTR) and goods-to-operator (GTO) workstations as well as MC4, the com-

mations and maximize DC efficiency and productivity. Honeywell Intelligrated’s

legacy platforms, MC4 allows us to design in functionality that customers want,

solution for these and other challenges is The Connected Distribution Center

including focused and intentional data acquisition,” says Jason Johnson, Senior

platform – a suite of offerings that combines asset monitoring, warehouse exe-

Manager of Machine Control Development.

pany’s fourth-generation PC-based machine control platform. “Compared to

cution and labor management software with advanced automation and robotic
solutions. “The purpose of our connected suite is to aggregate data in real time to

Both systems’ capabilities draw on the advances of Honeywell Robotics and

optimize worker productivity, improve operational reliability and streamline per-

a broad range of shuttle, palletizing and gapping solutions from Honeywell

formance through automation. In doing so, we’re connecting people, equipment

Intelligrated. Implementing a connected infrastructure across a conglomerate

and automation systems to key performance indicators (KPIs) such as uptime,

with multiple product families was no small task. To strengthen DCs facing

throughput and profitability,” explains Joe Joice, VP of Business Development.

labor shortages and increasing e-commerce technology demands, Honeywell
Intelligrated needed to leverage powerful, flexible EtherCAT- and PC-based

Serving customers in e-commerce, supply chain logistics and end-of-line manufacturing, Honeywell Intelligrated offers accessible connectivity to operational

automation from the robust Beckhoff portfolio.

|
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Robots lend a hand in fulfillment centers
GTR workstations improve fulfillment operations for companies across multiple industries, where applications range from DCs for third-party logistics
(3PL) providers, e-commerce fulfillment centers for large clothing retailers or
manufacturing for food and beverage companies. “The flexible workstations
support picking, replenishment or quality control operations, as well as other
value-added services, while maintaining a compact footprint,” says Joice, who
oversaw GTR development. “Traditionally, an associate would handle the products arriving in totes, but as robotics become more common in the workplace
to increase efficiency and offset the shortage of workers, workstations need the
flexibility for robots to complete these tasks. Our system transcends those two
different inputs.”
The current workstation iteration uses a cell provided by Soft Robotics that
features an articulated robot equipped with grippers designed for efficient and
precise material handling. Shuttles in the automated storage and retrieval system

Using scalable Beckhoff Embedded PCs and EtherCAT I/O for the MC4 controls

(AS/RS) deliver items either to the robot or operator. To ensure robots can complete all actions, the workstations require flexible, scalable automation technolo-

platform provided performance advantages and cost savings.

gies that easily integrate with legacy technologies in the warehouse. At the same
time, they need to support the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technologies
and increased data acquisition – all underpinnings of a connected infrastructure.
Implementing highly automated processes, such as the GTR, can help customers

the simple addition of appropriate EtherCAT Couplers and gateways. Johnson

increase reliability, improve equipment utilization and maximize productivity.

adds that EtherCAT also offers unrivaled data throughput for drives and other
components in the field: “We can get significantly more information from field

Taking control of the distribution center

devices without impacting network performance, which helps us achieve the

To support today’s intralogistics applications and build a foundation for the

goals of a connected distribution center.”

future, the MC4 control platform required flexible software, hardware and networking technologies. This PC-based solution includes everything from machine

Through its speed and flexibility, EtherCAT enables more modular designs of the

control to IIoT-enabled data acquisition to provide key insights for the many

GTR workstations as well. “EtherCAT helps us keep the cost down per station

offerings that comprise The Connected Distribution Center platform. However,

and also implement future expansion capabilities at a lower cost to the end

most fieldbus and industrial Ethernet technologies experience performance

user,” Joice says. In addition to standard EtherCAT I/O modules, distributed

issues when sending large quantities of data and do not work effectively in

EtherCAT Box modules offer the same high-speed communication in an IP67

mixed-architecture environments. “Retrofits comprise a large portion of our

form factor, perfectly suited to the GTR and more broadly to conveying systems

business,” Johnson says. “Whether we installed the system or another company

that span across warehouses. The workstations also feature TwinSAFE inte-

did, we have to support a wide range of protocols with open communication.”

grated functional safety, which provides certified Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE)
communication via the standard network. “Honeywell highly prioritizes safety

Despite already using PC-based solutions from a previous vendor for legacy

– employee safety, equipment safety and environmental safety. The ability to

control platforms, hardware limitations prevented broader implementation of

add safety features within the same network that’s already in the field will

MC4. These hardware offerings did not support distributed control architectures,

become more critical, and TwinSAFE and EtherCAT are perfectly suited for this,”

and they were also cost prohibitive. One server-class solution used by Honeywell

Joice explains.

Intelligrated could not be installed on the warehouse floor and was thus managed by customers’ IT departments, adding significant maintenance expenses.

Upgrading PC-based hardware and software

Another PC could be installed near the equipment but required expensive,

Honeywell Intelligrated benefits from scalable, flexible Beckhoff Industrial PCs

air-conditioned cabinets, entirely isolated from the other components.

(IPCs). While several Beckhoff options were available for MC4, the engineering

Optimizing intralogistics communication with EtherCAT

team has largely standardized on CX2040 Embedded PCs, which feature quadcore Intel® Core™ i7 processors. “The performance capability per dollar spent

While searching for hardware solutions for MC4, Johnson and his team began

is optimal, and we don’t have to worry about running out of bandwidth,”

evaluation of the EtherCAT industrial Ethernet system, which led them to auto-

Johnson explains. “The DIN rail-mounted IPCs are capable in harsh warehouse

mation technologies from Beckhoff. “Beyond enabling more powerful distribut-

environments and sit in the same control cabinet as the I/O, drives and other

ed controls architectures, EtherCAT offers the highest speed and determinism

components. As a result, we no longer have to install PC-based controllers in the

available with the most configurations and practically no limit in the number of

IT space and also don’t have the added expense of separate cabinets.”

devices on a network,” he says. Exemplifying system openness, EtherCAT allows
systems based on MC4 to connect easily to DC equipment built on a legacy net-

The GTR workstations feature CX5120 Embedded PCs, and the GTO versions for

work, including EtherNet/IP, PROFINET, PROFIBUS, DeviceNet and others – with

human workers also includes CP2907 multi-touch Control Panels for the opera-
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The U.S. headquarters for Honeywell Intelligrated is located in Mason, Ohio,

Beckhoff Regional Sales Engineer Mark Mosher (second from the right) works closely with

with branches in Owings Mills, Maryland, and elsewhere.

the Honeywell Intelligrated team in Mason, Ohio, including (from left) Jason Johnson, Senior
Manager of Machine Control Development; Kristan Viox, Senior Marketing Coordinator; Alan
Smith, Software Engineering Supervisor; and Matt Kramer, Senior Engineering Technician.

tor interface. According to Joice, the inherently open connectivity of the IPCs and

For the MC4 system, Beckhoff solutions prove most reliable and cost-effective,

EtherCAT can boost intralogistics solutions’ capabilities to send feedback from

according to Johnson. “We’ve installed more than 80 Beckhoff IPCs to run MC4

sensors to the cloud or other higher-level systems and visualize performance

over the past five-plus years without any failures – well, besides one where an

and production figures in real time: “We leverage many IoT components on the

entire cabinet was destroyed by an errant fork truck,” he says. “Since we don’t

marketplace to gather actionable information about our solutions and offer our

have to use air-conditioned cabinets or install PCs in the IT space, Beckhoff

customers better visibility into those assets.”

Industrial PC technology saved us upwards of 50% in hardware costs, even
over PLCs. Our customers like these embedded PCs because they look similar to

This flexibility extends to TwinCAT 3 automation software from Beckhoff. The

a PLC. Although some are uncertain about transitioning from legacy PLC tech-

engineering and runtime software packages in TwinCAT empower engineers to

nology, they mainly care about performance and uptime. The fact of the matter

create applications that handle big data, pattern recognition and condition or

is: both are industrial-grade machine controllers with an operating system, but

power monitoring, as well as standard PLC and motion control tasks. It offers a

unlike hardware PLCs, Beckhoff PC-based control is cost-effective, flexible and

free selection of IEC 61131-3 programming languages and their object-oriented
extensions, computer science languages found in Microsoft Visual Studio®, a

transparent.”

variety of built-in function blocks and other options in the graphical editors.

Beyond the technological advantages, Honeywell Intelligrated appreciates the

The GTR workstations fully rely on TwinCAT for real-time control. Both the GTR

close collaboration with Beckhoff engineers across the U.S. The added expertise

and MC4 systems benefit during system configuration through Automation

is crucial during every phase of a project, according to Joice, from research and

Device Specification (ADS), a device and fieldbus-neutral interface in TwinCAT

development of new intralogistics systems to commissioning and troubleshoot-

that enables automatic detection and addressing of devices, saving significant

ing. “Our close working relationship with Beckhoff sales and support engineers

engineering effort. “All of these features highlight the flexibility of Beckhoff and

offers dynamic collaboration. We both work well together, and Beckhoff al-

what we offer with our connected DC infrastructure,” Joice says.

ways strives to understand our needs and provide the best solutions to every
challenge,” he says. Honeywell Intelligrated’s close collaborations and tireless

Effective e-commerce solutions deliver results

innovation drive development of new technologies that meet today’s labor chal-

Honeywell Intelligrated achieved significant advantages by implementing PC-

lenges and the evolving technical demands of e-commerce. Through enabling

based automation technologies from Beckhoff. The increased flexibility, scal-

and accelerating digital transformation, the connected offerings continue to

ability and connectivity allow the company to provide the greater functionality

enhance performance, reliability and maintainability.

and the data their customers need to help them offset labor challenges and
reduce engineering requirements. These advantages, according to Joice, enable
the GTR solution to easily scale up based on demand. “With the expandable
Beckhoff control platform and EtherCAT, we can install a central station and
then add on multiple distributed locations for associates or additional robots to
increase capacity. That gives ultimate flexibility to our customers, whether it’s a
multi-billion-dollar e-commerce company or a start-up trying to increase output
for e-commerce, order fulfillment or manufacturing,” he says.

Further information:
www.intelligrated.com
www.beckhoff.com
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Upgraded Gap Inc. distribution center uses new split tray sortation solutions to take
on difficult-to-transport products using PC Control and EtherCAT

Non-conveyables in material handling?
No problem for EuroSort.
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The material handling and intralogistics are industries on the move, literally.
Products of all shapes, weights and sizes must rapidly move through distribution centers and warehouses with ever-increasing efficiency as e-commerce
continues to transform global supply chains. When clothing retailer Gap Inc.
needed to redesign its Fishkill, New York, distribution center in 2017, it tasked
intralogistics specialist EuroSort with providing the most capable solution. Gap
Inc. also needed to finish the complete overhaul with limited time before the
busy holiday shopping season. That required automation technology that could
keep pace with rapid change and promote efficiency in highly complex supply
chains. A company built from the ground up to take on these challenges for
North American applications is EuroSort, Inc. based in Owings Mills, Maryland.
Its globally operating parent company, EuroSort Systems, was founded in
Amsterdam just as e-commerce was emerging as a world-changing industry in
2001. The company’s success to date is readily apparent: there are now more
than 150 sprawling EuroSort systems operating in North America alone.
These systems encompass many sorter types, including push tray, cross tray and
sweep sorter variants. Through direct sales and system integrators, EuroSort
serves many high-profile clients in the apparel industry, both in the traditional
retail and e-commerce segments. Other important markets for EuroSort include
fulfillment for the postal industry, biotech and pharmaceuticals, book publishing
and multimedia applications. EuroSort aggressively develops new, efficiencyboosting sortation technologies that reduce equipment footprint, installation
time, operation complexity and price points.
Lightweight items put up a big fight
While many core material handling and intralogistics processes have widely
accepted best practices, many lingering challenges remain. One trouble spot
involves items that are dubbed ‘non-conveyable’ – usually small, lightweight
items that are flexible and rounded in shape. Because the Gap distribution
center ships an incredible amount of clothing and accessories, these items have
always presented a unique challenge. Effectively transporting non-conveyables
represents a singular challenge for modern material handling and sortation
systems, especially in e-commerce applications. “In 2019 EuroSort addressed
this by introducing our new cross tray sorter at the ProMat exhibition, which
has become a disruptive technology for intralogistics,” says Greg Meyer, VP of
Sales and Marketing at EuroSort. “This patented solution combines many of
the features and benefits from the EuroSort portfolio of split tray and push tray
sorters into a comprehensive offering.”
Split tray, also known as bomb bay, sorters represent a well-established sortation technology standard with many competitive offerings in the marketplace,
but EuroSort has pushed innovation in this area as well. EuroSort recently
patented a new tray-opening mechanism for split tray systems that effectively
handles round non-conveyables. The split tray features a concave tray surface
that helps sort non-conveyables and other odd-shaped objects by containing
them within the tray. This also improves sorting of numerous loose items. These
sorters are designed to deliver the tightest drop in the industry for polybag and
non-polybag items in a wide range of sizes, which is especially important for
EuroSort’s clients in the apparel industry.

|
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By implementing split tray sortation solutions from EuroSort, Gap Inc. increased

EuroSort’s split tray sortation solution offers the tightest drop in the industry

order fulfillment accuracy by 2% at its distribution center in Fishkill, N.Y., avoiding

for polybag and non-polybag items, ensuring high throughput while accommo-

thousands of costly returns.

dating numerous drop destinations with a reduced footprint.

Beyond innovative tray design, EuroSort can put more destinations in the same

The new control and networking architecture faced some challenging EuroSort

footprint with sorters that are simple to maintain and operate at a cost that

projects right away. One of the pilot applications for the new split tray sorter

is significantly less than competing products that promise the same kind of

had around 600 destinations and over 400 trays. It also required more than

throughput. “As a result, the technical demands on the automation and control

2,000 I/O points, which were networked over EtherCAT. Subsequent split tray

system to realize the new split tray sorters were intense,” says Scott Fry, VP of

sorter applications were much larger with over 11,000 I/O points. Here, EuroSort

Operations at EuroSort. “The new systems had to meet our usual standards for

leveraged High Density (HD) EtherCAT Terminals, which offer up to 16 channels

high throughput and accommodate numerous drop destinations with a reduced

in a 12 mm housing. The field-mounted EtherCAT Box modules also proved use-

footprint.”

ful to eliminate the cost, space and materials otherwise needed for numerous
enclosures to house I/O stations. The EtherCAT I/O connects a huge number of

In the effort to reduce equipment footprint, EuroSort targeted the network archi-

devices in the sorters such as sensors, solenoids and variable frequency drives

tecture and I/O systems as areas for improvement because the company’s sorters

(VFDs). “This all-inclusive connectivity promotes lower costs and a smaller

are gigantic, stretching hundreds of feet long. Complicating matters for EuroSort,

equipment footprint for our customers,” Fry says.

legacy networks and most industrial Ethernet systems couldn’t effectively connect field devices on the widely distributed networks needed by their clients.

EuroSort uses TwinSAFE technology to network machine safety devices in every

Network cycle times were also limitations, particularly when an array of sensors

sorter equipped with Beckhoff controls. TwinSAFE I/O and Safety over EtherCAT

was installed as far as 200 feet away, for example. “Because most available I/O

(FSoE) cover numerous e-stops and pull cords spread across material handling

systems rely on a low performance sub-bus for the backplane to connect hardware modules, like our previous supplier, we couldn’t just run wires to distributed

lines. “The more safety devices you have and the more spread out they are, the

I/O modules. We had to connect the devices all the way back to a main panel,”

customer needs to add a safety function, it’s easy to add it no matter where

says Jeff Zerr, Advisory Controls Engineer at EuroSort. “After much research into

the equipment needs to go. We also get the added benefit of built-in EtherCAT

modern industrial Ethernet systems, our attention turned to EtherCAT. The simple

diagnostics, so TwinSAFE just makes sense.”

more it makes sense to have networked safety,” Zerr says. “When a EuroSort

fact that the EtherCAT protocol and all its features are preserved across the I/O
hardware backplane to all individual terminals throughout a line instantly neutralized these limitations.”

“A major reason Beckhoff continues to see significant growth of EtherCAT technology in intralogistics is because there are no restrictions on network size and
topology,” says Doug Schuchart, Material Handling & Intralogistics Manager

EtherCAT sorts out a wiring problem

at Beckhoff Automation LLC. “In addition to this flexibility, EtherCAT offers the

Because of flexible topology characteristics and the ability to distribute I/O

winning combination of high performance with microsecond updates, cost sav-

across long distances using IP67 equipment-mounted and IP20 DIN rail-mounted

ings and inherent flexibility. EuroSort, for example, offers impressive scalability

hardware, the EtherCAT industrial Ethernet system has been the EuroSort

of its sorting solutions based on the number of customer SKUs and can design

networking standard since 2013. EtherCAT was also selected for its ability to

different sorting systems without re-engineering – even when systems require

interface with other protocols that are still used in the field, such as EtherNet/IP,

as many as tens of thousands of I/Os and field devices.”

PROFINET, DeviceNet, PROFIBUS and AS-Interface. “We often have to connect with new and old equipment from other manufacturers, so we leverage

“By using Beckhoff Embedded PCs and TwinCAT as our EtherCAT masters, we

EtherCAT gateways from Beckhoff Automation to easily establish connectivity

reduced the initial 200-millisecond scan time in the first sorter application to a

wherever needed,” Zerr says. “This led to a closer look at control hardware from
Beckhoff, which later became our standard. Today, the standard automation

2-millisecond scan time without any problems,” Zerr adds. “In an alternate control and networking architecture EuroSort tested, we couldn’t get the traditional

technology for all four types of sorters from EuroSort is Beckhoff PC-based

PLC to run fast enough. At the time, this was the fastest CPU this particular

control and EtherCAT.”

vendor offered, with the most memory you could fit into the device without ex-
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Operator interface with the EuroSort split tray sorters via Beckhoff CP2900

At the Gap Inc. distribution center: (from left) Greg Meyer, VP of Sales and Marketing at

series multi-touch Control Panels.

EuroSort; Thomas Gyles, Senior Director Distribution, Eastern U.S. and Asia at Gap Inc.; and
Doug Schuchart, Material Handling & Intralogistics Manager at Beckhoff Automation LLC.

panding the rack.” Today, EuroSort relies on the compact CX2040 Embedded PC
with 2.1 GHz Intel® Core™ i7 quad-core processors and 4 GB RAM to run

Increased efficiency and accuracy with non-conveyables at the redesigned distri-

PLC, safety and HMI on one device. EuroSort connects the embedded PCs to

Gap Inc. team came together at the Fishkill distribution center to modernize our

compact CP2907 Control Panels with 7-inch screen to display the HMI. For

distribution technologies and processes at a key moment in our company histo-

local data storage, the CX2040 also accommodates CFast memory cards up to

ry,” says Thomas Gyles, Senior Director Distribution, Eastern U.S. and Asia at Gap

160 GB. Maintaining a compact footprint, this DIN rail-mounted automation

Inc. “And with the help of significant automation upgrades from EuroSort at our

controller measures just 144 mm x 99 mm x 91 mm and features a backplane

facility, we have been able to gain significant operational efficiency that has led

connection to the EtherCAT Terminal system. This preserves the full performance

to overall lower operational costs while improving speed to the customer. This

and functionality of the protocol to every I/O point and all the way back to the

has enabled us to extend our product availability during the critically important

main controller.

holiday seasons moving forward.”

Programming for all aspects of the EuroSort split tray sorters, including PLC,

Not satisfied to stop here, EuroSort is also laying the technological groundwork

safety and high level communication, is handled in the TwinCAT 3 engineering

to be ready to adopt Industrie 4.0 concepts for retail and e-commerce custom-

environment. “TwinCAT 3 offers a good mix of tools for traditional PLC program-

ers. Beckhoff control solutions with OPC UA, for example, are already used in

mers and computer science-oriented programmers alike,” says Zerr. “Engineers

a large percentage of EuroSort systems today to aid with general connectivity

can continue to program with ladder logic if desired, but many are seeing ad-

and remote support. With data security being so critically important today, the

vantages to structured text and function blocks. Also, the TwinCAT 3 integration
with Visual Studio® is a boon for EuroSort. Team Foundation Server has helped

encryption capabilities of OPC UA are driving considerable interest at EuroSort

our programming teams collaborate on code, stay organized and keep track of

clients. “The intralogistics industry is increasingly data-driven, so having a

all project revisions and changes.”

secure PC-based automation platform as your standard is a good place to be,”

bution center positively affected the company’s bottom line as well. “The entire

and in Beckhoff PC-based controllers that can be used as OPC UA servers and

Zerr says. “I believe we‘ll see even more of the factory floor merging with the
EuroSort has migrated to different Beckhoff Embedded PC types over the years

back-end database side of operations. In addition to emerging Beckhoff IoT

based on CPU requirements, but has been able to keep all programming in

technologies, being network savvy with EtherCAT and OPC UA helps us securely

the same free TwinCAT 3 engineering environment. “With our previous PLC

share data horizontally and across fulfillment centers.”

vendor, not only did we have three or four different software packages for each
controller type, but the engineering software all added considerable cost to our
projects,” Zerr adds. “There wasn’t an easy migration path.”
Reaching the point of few order returns
Considering the perfected ability to take on non-conveyables, equipment footprint reductions and higher system performance, tangible benefits of the new
EuroSort split tray sorters have already piled up for Gap Inc., as well as other
clients. “Achieving 100% faster scan times and increasing overall accuracy of
PC- and EtherCAT-based sorters have been huge advantages,” Meyer says.
“Once Gap Inc. began using the new EuroSort split tray sorters in a new fulfillment center, order fulfillment accuracy went up 2% compared to the technology
it replaced. These improvements avoided what otherwise would have been
thousands of costly returns for the retailer.”

Further information:
www.gapinc.com
www.eurosortinc.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Flexible PC-based control and EtherCAT technologies from Beckhoff
help JBT to continue evolving its AGV systems. (© JBT)
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Automated guided vehicles
and flexible PC-based automation
evolve together
JBT implements 2D/3D camera technology and other tech updates to ensure successful pallet storage and retrieval missions in demanding warehouse environments

Warehouse and distribution center automation requires dynamic solutions to
accept, store and retrieve a wide variety of materials and products. As a leading
producer of automated guided vehicles (AGVs), John Bean Technologies Corporation (JBT) understands that the fast pace of intralogistics requires highly
adaptable technologies. “Our AGVs need to account for a certain level of unpredictability and reliably complete successful missions with the fewest manual
touches possible,” says Vijay Chhabria, R&D Manager at JBT. “Everything from
the robustness of our design down to the individual components is crucial to
ensure our AGVs function at the highest level despite challenging environmental
factors. As a result, our product development is a constant evolution.”
JBT tailors AGVs to specific customer requirements using a flexible automation
platform built on PC-based control. The broad AGV portfolio has several standard and custom vehicles, such as towing, unit load and forked AGVs, as well as
the entry-level JayBoT™ line. The vehicles, which essentially function as mobile
robots, are geared toward payloads from 2,000 to 10,000 pounds. They serve
multiple vertical markets, including automotive, food and beverage, fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG), paper, hospitals, manufacturing and distribution. The
company designs, manufactures, tests and services sophisticated systems for
wide-ranging customers, and a culture of innovation is pervasive throughout

|
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The advanced functionality offered by
PC-based hardware and software is crucial for demanding tasks, such as loading and unloading semi-trailers. (© JBT)

all JBT divisions. With a global headquarters in Chicago, JBT is also a leading

By handling all automation logic in software, PC-based control has been a key

solutions provider to high-value segments of the food processing and air trans-

design principle for JBT for years. About a decade ago, however, the company’s

portation industries.

legacy machine controller, a CPU developed in-house by JBT engineers, became
less able to keep up with the computational demands of constant AGV evolu-

One recent AGV evolution is the integration of 2D/3D camera technology by the

tion. Developing proprietary hardware rather than buying it was common in the

automated systems team in Chalfont, Pennsylvania. This upgrade automates

early days of AGVs out of necessity, according to Longacre. “JBT has been in

the identification of pallet fork pockets, product on pallets and space availabil-

the business since the early 1980s, and even 20 years ago, we made many com-

ity in racking at any height. This enables more efficient storage and retrieval

ponents that we don’t now,” he says. “As AGVs become more mainstream, we

processes, according to Mark Longacre, Applications Engineering Manager at

can buy great components off the shelf more often.” When exploring different

JBT. “Previous methods of doing this, such as with point lasers, were slow and

automation components, JBT engineers knew they needed a PC-based option

cumbersome. This makes processes quicker and more reliable,” he says. “The

that offered both a Windows environment and real-time control capabilities. Any

cameras can even see through a certain amount of stretch wrap material to

new control platform would also need flexible programming options, including

identify fork pockets, unlike a point laser, which would likely register the shrink

C++ in particular.

wrap as a broken bottom board or object blocking the opening. The camera
technology offers greater transparency, so the AGV successfully picks pallets a
higher percentage of the time.”

Automation without limits using PC-based control
After evaluating a number of solutions, the JBT team concluded in 2011 that
Beckhoff Automation offered the most flexible, robust platform. TwinCAT

Off-the-shelf components answer specific requirements

automation software heavily influenced this decision, according to Chhabria.

In addition to vehicle hardware, software capabilities are undergoing a transfor-

Integrated into Microsoft Visual Studio®, TwinCAT 3 enables programming on

mation at JBT. The company’s AGV fleet management software, SGV Manager,

standard PCs or even in the cloud via a web browser using the object-oriented

maintains constant communication with ERP and other higher-level systems

extensions of IEC 61131-3, computer science languages, built-in function blocks

to optimize material movements and adjust priorities. Even the 2D/3D camera

and other options in the graphical editor. “TwinCAT allows us to run deterministic

technology uses advanced algorithms to detect the pallet opening as well as

code at the required cycle times and supports C++ libraries. This is mandatory,

the rack space volume or box packing volume. “The 3D camera is mounted on a

since C++ is our main programming language. TwinCAT helps us sort out the

drop-down actuator on the vehicle so that it can look for and verify the available

user interface portion of the code,” Chhabria says. The real-time capabilities of

volume,” Chhabria explains. These software capabilities are crucial for taking on

TwinCAT were instrumental for reliable vehicle operation, especially in bustling

the most demanding material handling tasks, such as storing and retrieving pal-

warehouse environments. The software enables rapid decision making based on

lets up to 400 inches (about 10 m) high in a 50,000-pallet-position warehouse.

inputs from the 2D/3D cameras or commands sent from SGV Manager over Wi-Fi.
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JBT builds custom AGVs,
typically to move pallets in
the 2,000- to 10,000-pound
range, for customers across
industries. (© JBT)

PC-based machine controllers from Beckhoff are deployed for AGV control in

camera technology. “EtherCAT establishes the 3D camera interface to the

the field. The standard controller for JBT AGVs is the DIN rail-mounted CX5130

Beckhoff controller, usually using Ethernet over EtherCAT (EoE) and communi-

Embedded PC, which offers multi-core Intel Atom® E3827 processors and 4 GB

cating via the TCP/IP protocol,” Chhabria says. “We can easily take a 3D image

DDR3 RAM. For vehicles with more compact enclosure sizes, CP6706 “economy”

of any pallet and apply an algorithm to detect the pallet opening. Through fast,

Panel PCs conveniently combine a 7-inch touchscreen and a 3.5-inch mother-

reliable communication, the Beckhoff controller receives the data and uses our

board with Intel Atom® processors up to four cores for control and HMI. Most

algorithms for processing. The CPU then sends feedback to the actuators to

importantly, these solutions are scalable, adds Chhabria: “The Beckhoff CPUs

properly pick up pallets and to correct for any irregularities in the pallet design

are available in multiple performance levels and numbers of cores. If a complex

or warehouse environment.”

application requires more processing power, we can replace the vehicle controller with another Beckhoff controller that will run the same TwinCAT software

Since JBT transitioned to off-the-shelf Industrial PCs from Beckhoff in 2011,

and Windows OS, so we know our application will be fully compatible.”

the company has built more than 2,000 AGVs based on the new platform with
great success. This amounts to roughly 40% of all AGVs that JBT has made

A key factor in the transition to Beckhoff was the EtherCAT industrial Ethernet

throughout four decades in business. “We consider Beckhoff technology to be

system. As the fastest fieldbus available, EtherCAT provides the data through-

very reliable compared to the alternatives. In addition, Beckhoff offers a solid

put necessary for real-time, deterministic networking and control. JBT uses a

support structure in North America, which helps us to support our own custom-

variety of EL series EtherCAT Terminals from Beckhoff. These I/O modules boast

ers,” Longacre says. “We have the largest group of AGV experts in the world,

numerous off-the-shelf options, including 16-channel high-density form factors,

and we serve the most demanding AGV applications. Beckhoff has proven to be

integrated functional safety via TwinSAFE and, specifically, EL2522 Incremental

a trusted and valued supplier, helping us deliver on our commitment to supply

Encoder Simulation terminals. The open EtherCAT system provides various gate-

world-class AGV systems.”

ways to communicate via CANopen, DeviceNet, EtherNet/IP or serial interfaces
to specific components on the AGVs, such as navigation controllers, battery
management systems or the 2D/3D cameras.
EtherCAT accelerates AGV evolution
The flexible, scalable Beckhoff platform has enabled continued evolution and
customization of JBT AGVs. In addition, it has simplified engineering effort
through the universal TwinCAT programming environment and the openness
of EtherCAT. These advantages proved important when implementing the new

Further information:
www.jbtc.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Tailor-made intralogistics solutions harness highly scalable control and drive technology

Transporting large load carriers with
high reliability and precision
RO-BER Industrieroboter GmbH of Kamen, Germany, develops automation solutions based on area and linear
gantry robots for intralogistics. These solutions, including the new Twin-Gantry robot system, are characterized by
high performance, reliability and flexibility. As a highly scalable control and drive platform, PC-based control forms
the ideal basis for solutions that can be tailored to individual application requirements. In addition, the system
supplier benefits from the universal integration of PLC, CNC and safety functionality in PC Control technology to
implement diverse system architectures.

The Twin-Gantry robot system with a load capacity of

PC Control | Intralogistics Special 2020
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1,500 kg was developed for handling large load carriers
used to load tugger trains.

The robot systems are commonly used for palletizing, depalletizing and order

was no problem at all even with regard to the communication system. Due to

picking, for storage and buffer storage, and for connecting machines and plants.

the openness of PC-based control, the system was virtually plug and play.”

Corresponding manipulator technologies form the centerpiece of the systems.
RO-BER develops and manufactures clamping, fork and vacuum grippers, among

In total the newly developed Twin-Gantry robot system is comprised of five

others, to handle different products in individual, multiple or layer grip mode.

axes: a horizontal X-axis and two additional horizontal Y-axes with two vertical

The areas of use are just as varied as the products themselves, including auto-

Z-axes. The Y/Z-axes can move both individually and within the axis group, and

motive, food and beverage, logistics for grocery retailers and wholesalers, and

they can be coupled to and decoupled from the axis group dynamically. The

the pharmaceutical and chemical industries.

traversing speed per axis is up to 4 m/s with acceleration rates of up to 2.5 m/s².

In a current intralogistics project, large load carriers such as pallet cages in dif-

PC-based control: the universal and open platform

ferent sizes and configurations that hold weights of up to 1,500 kg are delivered

Handling specialist RO-BER has been using Bus Terminal I/O from Beckhoff

via a conveyor system. These containers must subsequently be recognized by the

for many years. According to Stöve, this was a good starting point overall for

robot system and transferred to tugger trains, which ultimately supply produc-

the switch to PC-based control: “In 2015 we decided to replace the control

tion facilities. According to Managing Director Elmar Stöve, implementing the
handling technology required solutions to several challenges: “Up to now, RO-BER

and drive technology we were using at the time and to kick off corresponding

has not had a robot that could manage such heavy loads. On top of that, the

from Beckhoff, because it unites all the automation technologies we use in one

load carriers to be handled also have a large footprint, so they must be picked

system. In addition to classic PLC, our gantry robots also require CNC and safety

up from two sides. For these reasons, both the robot system and the gripping

functions. TwinCAT software provides a universal programming environment for

system had to be redesigned. With the robot, we took great care to ensure that

these functions, offering a high-performance tool to make development simpler

modules from the existing RO-BER modular system could still be used. Similar

and more transparent. As we are operating our systems in intralogistics environ-

to a forklift, the new gripping system consists of a pair of fork tines that can

ments, seamless communication with higher-level material flow or warehouse

be adjusted with respect to each other through servo control. Several CAN-net-

management systems is key. Here, the open PC-based control technology from

worked axes are also integrated in the EtherCAT-based drive technology, which

Beckhoff offers numerous advantages.”

market research. In 2016 we decided to go with PC-based control technology

The CP2921 Control Panel adds considerable value for machine
operators through convenient multi-touch functionality.
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Another reason for the switch to Beckhoff was the high performance of the

ating and gripping functions in the fork and layer grippers so much easier, and

communication technology, first, because EtherCAT is a fast bus system and

in addition, new gripper concepts can be developed with low cabling effort. In

second, because it facilitates the implementation of many different topologies.

the current project, PC-based control was an overall enabler for the design of

There is another aspect, according to Stöve: “What was really important to us

the completely new Twin-Gantry robot system. The core advantage of it is that

was the system philosophy on the one hand and the control system openness on

two axis systems can move independently of each other on the one hand, while

the other. With the EtherCAT Terminal portfolio, PC-based control from Beckhoff

on the other they can also rejoin the interpolation group at any time following

covers an extremely large range of applications, which means that there is a

an independent movement – including all key functions such as optimized path

choice of one or even several I/O products for almost all electrical or communi-

control in relation to the cycle-time. This new development also enables the use

cation-related tasks. Above all, when it came to electromechanical components

of the robots for handling of long loads.”

such as pneumatic components, we greatly appreciated the easy integration
of third-party devices via EtherCAT as well as via CAN, PROFINET or other

RO-BER relies on TwinCAT HMI software for the visualization. “As a web-based

protocols. In addition, Beckhoff gave us great support from the outset and even

system, TwinCAT HMI makes display possible in any web browser on the most

integrated new functions into TwinCAT that are important for our application.”

diverse platforms. Support of the HTML5 standard also makes it future-proof
and open,” Stöve says. “Furthermore, TwinCAT HMI provides a complete

Control technology as an innovation driver

library of functions for the optimum design and generation of customer-specific

Safety technology can also integrate seamlessly into the I/O system with

HMIs. That enables us as the machine supplier to standardize on the HMI, but

TwinSAFE terminals, as Stöve explains: “In this way we were not only able to

still provide individualized designs for dedicated applications.” The hardware

reduce the wiring requirements of the systems, but also to significantly increase

displaying the HMI is the CP2921 multi-touch Control Panel from Beckhoff.

flexibility. For our customers, this flexibility is reflected in higher system uptime.

According to Stöve, the 21.5-inch operator interface makes it ideally suited to

Compact drive technology with the EL72xx Servo Drives in I/O terminal format
offer another advantage. They made the implementation of the numerous actu-

clearly display all necessary information both in text and graphic form. “On
account of today’s multi-touch applications, which are familiar, for example,

The modular EtherCAT Terminal system can be accommodated in extremely

The CX2040 Embedded PC along with EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals

compact spaces, even in the decentralized switchboxes on the fork grippers.

form the machine controller and I/O system in the machine’s control cabinet.

from smartphones, it was important to us to provide similar operator guidance
functions in order to achieve higher user acceptance. The multi-touch capability,
for zoom functions among other things, is very important for that.” The CX2040
Embedded PC employed has also proven itself for the required CNC applications
and has not approached the limits of its performance.

RO-BER Managing Director Elmar Stöve (left) and
Stefan Sieber, Beckhoff Sales, are only “lightweights”
for the powerful Twin-Gantry robot system.
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Based on the servo drives in I/O terminal format and
the AM8000 servomotors with One Cable Technology
(OCT), the drive system can be implemented in a highly
space-saving manner in all RO-BER handling systems.

At a glance
Solutions for intralogistics

Applied PC Control

–– handling robots for large load carriers

–– PC-based control and drive technology as a highly scalable and open system
–– TwinCAT as a universal control platform for PLC, CNC and safety functions

Customer benefit

–– TwinCAT HMI for flexible and open visualization technology

–– universal control technology can be adapted to individual application

–– CX2040 and CP2921 as a high-performance, multi-touch-capable

requirements

control platform

–– comprehensive basis for innovative, powerful and user-friendly handling
and gripping systems
Further information:
www.ro-ber.de
www.beckhoff.com/intralogistics
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Using EtherCAT and PC Control, CycloneCarrier delivers a data-driven distribution center
solution that cuts hardware costs 25% in warehouses

(© Swisslog)

Swisslog shuttle system gets smart
to meet e-commerce demands
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With growing e-commerce demands and tight labor market pressures, today’s
smart warehouses and distribution centers require increasingly data-driven
technologies. For intralogistics specialist Swisslog, addressing this challenge
requires machines with greater intelligence, such as the CycloneCarrier shuttle
system. “E-commerce is the fastest growing segment of the U.S. economy,” says
Tom Rentschler, Head of Marketing for Swisslog Warehouse and Distribution
Solutions – Americas. “Intralogistics operations need much more flexible, scalable, adaptable and user-friendly solutions. These technologies can augment,
rather than replace, human beings, helping workers increase throughput in the
distribution center while no longer requiring them to walk 15 miles each day
to pick items.”
Swisslog accomplishes this with a broad portfolio of logistics solutions, including SynQ™ Warehouse Management System (WMS) software, ItemPiQ
robot-based item picking, ACPaQ case palletizing, CarryPick mobile robots that
move shelves to picking stations and many others. The company is also the
leading integrator of the AutoStore bot system. Additionally, Swisslog provides
traditional warehousing systems, such as palletizers, pallet cranes and pallet
conveying technologies. The Swiss company, which was founded in 1994 but has
a history dating back to 1900, became fully integrated into the KUKA Group in
2015. While the U.S. headquarters for Swisslog Logistics are in Newport News,
Virginia, the multi-division, global company maintains a presence across Europe,
With the CycloneCarrier, Swisslog

the Americas and Asia-Pacific, particularly in China. The logistics division primar-

provides a modular, high-throughput

ily serves major retailers, distributors and third-party logistics (3PL) providers.

storage and delivery solution based
on PC Control from Beckhoff.

Compared to similar systems on the market, the CycloneCarrier and other Swisslog
solutions offer key advantages due to a robust PC-based automation platform.
“What differentiates Swisslog from others in the market is how we integrate
our solutions and use information systems and software to improve efficiencies,”
explains Paul Douglas, Senior Vice President of Operations – Americas. “Furthermore, the world is talking about the Internet of Things and Industrie 4.0. Our latest
development efforts push Swisslog’s capabilities into that space.”
Intralogistics applications move toward PC Control
“The CycloneCarrier is a high-throughput storage and delivery solution,” Douglas
says. “The system takes in cartons and totes, stores them briefly and then
rapidly removes them in sequence or groupings to pick stations or palletizing
robots.” The compact shuttle vehicles travel at speeds up to 4 m/s across the
shelving, which can reach up to 150 m long and 25 m high. The vehicles’ loadhandling arms extend to either side and can adjust the space between arms to
safely handle items of varying widths. The shuttles unload items onto transfer
conveyors that serve as buffers to dynamic single- or double-deck vertical lifts.
Depending on the shelving size and number of shuttles, the system can achieve
a throughput of tens of thousands of items per hour. Each shuttle must communicate frequently with SynQ™ to log item locations in the constantly rotating
inventory. “It must react quickly if, for example, an order changes or there is a
change in the SKU sequencing requirements,” Douglas adds.

|
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The compact shuttle vehicles travel at speeds up to 4 m/s across
the shelving, which offers a maximum footprint of 150 m long and

(© Swisslog)

25 m high.

More than a decade ago, Swisslog recognized the need for a controls platform
that could handle increased quantities of data and communicate horizontally
and vertically, even up to the cloud if needed. This realization coincided with
the development of SynQ™ and the need for greater connectivity across the
company’s systems. As a result, Swisslog began to transition its portfolio to PCbased control technology, standardizing on hardware and software solutions
from Beckhoff Automation. “We made this strategic decision because Beckhoff
had, at the time, the most complete and cost-effective portfolio available,”
Douglas says. “Swisslog’s intention is that it will transition every product offering to include PC-based control in the near future, including the more traditional

(© Swisslog)

pallet cranes and conveyors. So far, we have installed more than 1,000 machines
worldwide that are equipped with Beckhoff controls.”
When Swisslog began CycloneCarrier development in 2013, the system benefited greatly from this decision. “With our control platform for the CycloneCarrier
and other systems, the first step was to provide the industry what it really

A dynamic double-deck lift transfers cartons and totes pulled by CycloneCarrier

needed to meet today’s challenges. Second, we needed to keep our cost down.

shuttles to pick stations or palletizing robots.

Lastly, we needed to select flexible technologies that could be used more than
once, allowing us to create libraries to use in various applications throughout
the industry,” Douglas says. “We recognized that Beckhoff, as a true automation
innovator, could provide leading-edge control technologies with high stability,

The shuttle vehicles’ load-handling arms extend and adjust to handle cartons and

speed and bandwidth, along with the necessary ease of use, to enable our vision

totes of varying widths.

for the future.”
Automation solutions deliver results for CycloneCarrier
Among the automation technologies from Beckhoff, the CycloneCarrier system
relies on CX5120 Embedded PCs for controller hardware. The DIN rail-mounted
CX5120 measures only 124 mm x 100 mm x 92 mm. With just a single-core
Intel Atom® processor, the mid-range controller easily handles all machine logic
and data acquisition processes with fast cycle times, according to Douglas. “The
CX5120 provides us with the processing power needed to reliably handle all machine functions. Form factor was also a concern, but the compact embedded PC
easily fits inside the shuttles without issue,” he says. “The controller hardware
offers the universality and extendibility that we need to continue developing

(© Swisslog)

the shuttle system.”
As the CX5120 runtime and engineering environment for machine programming, TwinCAT 3 automation software provides similar benefits, in part through
the extreme portability of code to new projects. While the integration of
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Each CycloneCarrier has multiple EtherCAT
I/O and TwinSAFE modules and a CX5120
Embedded PC onboard, which enables fast
and reliable communication to Swisslog’s
SynQ™ WMS software.

TwinCAT into Microsoft Visual Studio® enables programming in computer

ers significant physical exertion. According to Rentschler, this showcases the

science languages, it is also ideal for all IEC 61131-3 programming languages,

great potential of automation technology to aid, rather than replace, human

including object-oriented extensions. Swisslog engineers appreciated this capa-

labor: “The adoption of goods-to-person technology with reliable automation

bility because, prior to standardizing on Beckhoff, they wrote most of their code

technology is really important to our customers, since they can no longer scale

using IEC 61131-3 languages such as structured text (ST) and function block

up their labor force seasonally, for example.”

diagram (FBD). “The function blocks cover everything from motion control and
safety to order picking and communication to SynQ™. Our R&D department

By consolidating machine control and communication on a single embedded

puts each function block through rigorous testing, and once it is approved,

PC and using compact EtherCAT I/O, Swisslog also experienced significant

it does not change,” Douglas explains. “Because the function blocks were so

savings. “Overall hardware costs are roughly 25% lower by using the Beckhoff

foundational, we didn’t want to lose development work when moving to other

solutions compared to what would be required to accomplish the same tasks

projects, and Beckhoff made code reuse possible and uncomplicated.”

with another vendor’s components,” Douglas explains. The CycloneCarrier
achieved these capabilities through high-speed EtherCAT communication and

For networking, the CycloneCarrier uses the EtherCAT industrial Ethernet sys-

the processing power of Beckhoff PC-based control. With CX5120 Embedded

tem. As the fastest protocol available, EtherCAT provides flexibility in topologies

PCs and TwinCAT 3, the Swisslog machines achieve cycle times in microseconds,

and supports up to 65,535 devices on a single network. Cross-vendor commu-

rather than the milliseconds they needed with previous solutions. The smart

nication is another hallmark of EtherCAT and the Beckhoff I/O system, allowing

machines can also acquire critical data beyond performance data, such as tem-

Swisslog to connect to third-party PROFINET or EtherNet/IP devices as needed.

perature irregularities in facilities that handle perishable products, and display

However, the company strongly prefers to select devices such as barcode scan-

this information via dashboards built into SynQ™.

ners that specifically support EtherCAT. In terms of hardware, the CycloneCarrier
uses compact yet expandable EL series EtherCAT I/O modules, which connect

While traditional palletizing equipment usually remains in the same location,

directly to the CX5120 via a shared backplane and can be widely distributed

unchanged for a decade or more, new e-commerce solutions need to offer

across applications via EtherCAT Couplers and junction terminals.

greater flexibility to meet changing consumer or corporate requirements. The
modular controls platform Swisslog implemented enables customization to shelf

TwinSAFE programmable safety terminals are integrated in the same segment

and shuttle setups, whether to modify slightly or completely disassemble and re-

as non-safety I/O in the shuttles. The “black channel” approach of Safety over

build the system in a different configuration, in an entirely different warehouse.

EtherCAT (FSoE) provides TÜV-certified communication over the standard

“Through our standard platform based on Beckhoff PC-based control, we could

EtherCAT network. “Using integrated safety components allows us to reliably

use a CycloneCarrier shuttle in a small system targeted to a specific application

and safely control each CycloneCarrier according to the latest safety standards

and then use the same machine in a much bigger facility doing a completely

without the need to stop the entire system. Because of these benefits, we use

different job,” Douglas says. “To accomplish these feats, all of that flexibility

TwinSAFE on every project,” Douglas says. “Of course, safety is a requirement

must be built into the automation system from the beginning.”

for every application by default, but having it integrated to this extent really
answers our overall design requirements.”
Control cycle times and costs keep pace with e-commerce
By leveraging automation technologies from Beckhoff, Swisslog created a
flexible, scalable and adaptable shuttle system for today’s distribution centers.
A recent project for a major U.S. retailer, for example, involved 65 shuttles
working round-the-clock to process 650,000 SKUs per day. Implementing the
CycloneCarrier system boosted throughput for the company while saving work-

Further information:
www.swisslog.com/cyclonecarrier
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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JOEY Pouch Sorter moves 67,000 garment shuttles, boosts efficiency and
communication through EtherCAT and PC-based control technologies

SDI’s transition to PC Control
redefines intralogistics efficiency
for distribution centers

The JOEY system from SDI maximizes footprint
utilization in distribution centers by transporting
product through unused space along the ceiling.

With the ever-increasing growth of e-commerce, today’s distribution centers

to sort about 3,000 units per hour, which is actually relatively small. The second

need to make every cubic foot count. Not only does material handling equipment

system used 67,000 shuttles to buffer and sort 7,000 units per hour.”

need to be cost-effective, but it also has to efficiently utilize warehouse space.
Since the majority of conveyors sit close to the ground, they take up significant

Founded in 1970, California-based SDI provides turnkey material handling

space horizontally and waste space vertically. To address these and other relevant challenges, SDI launched the JOEY Pouch Sorter system, which raises unit

systems complete with controls and software for fast-paced distribution center

sortation to the ceiling and promotes more efficient product transport.

SDI apart is its robust portfolio of technologies. This includes the Distribution

environments. It often serves large retailers and clothing companies. What sets
Center Management Solution (DCMS) software, tilt-tray, garment-on-hanger and

“The JOEY system relies heavily on automatic switches and gravity accumulation

bomb-bay (or split tray) sortation equipment and most recently the JOEY Pouch

to move pouches or garment hangers effectively,” says Jim Suggs, Chief Tech-

Sorter. In addition, SDI is a leading integrator of third-party conveyors, high-speed

nology Officer. “The first system we commissioned in 2016 used 5,000 pouches

merges and other systems.
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SDI gained significant
advantages by transitioning
to scalable PC-based machine
controllers from Beckhoff.

SDI boosted controls capabilities for the JOEY Pouch Sorter and
other intralogistics solutions with PC-based automation from Beckhoff.

TwinCAT 3 automation software allowed SDI to preserve existing code
and easily use modern programming standards.

“We integrate numerous intralogistics solutions so that we can pick the best

Sorting out new automation technology

provider for the given application and combine the best technologies with our

Around the time the first JOEY Pouch Sorter was implemented, SDI began to

top-tier unit sortation equipment,” Suggs says.

recognize limitations in its legacy automation platform then used on all of its
unit sorter and conveying solutions. “For our auto-induct onto the unit sorters, for

With the JOEY Pouch Sorter, engineering the product transport processes up

example, we do the motion control on the metering itself and automatically induct

instead of out offered serious potential to reduce equipment size and expense.

the products onto tilt-tray sorters,” Suggs says. “We also use high-speed merges,

However, coordinating thousands of pouches in a single system required a

which require high-speed motion control.”

powerful, reliable control and networking platform, explains Senior Controls
Engineer Kyle Upwood. “The JOEY Pouch Sorter is very demanding from a

Engineers at SDI’s Florida-based controls division had difficulty finding controllers

controls response point of view.” For SDI, upgrading its standard automation

and a fieldbus that could offer such rapid response times. At the time, their pre-

platform would be crucial to the success of the JOEY Pouch Sorter.

vious vendor’s control software could not run on an OS above Windows 7, which

|
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All SDI solutions, from new intralogistics innovations to traditional conveying systems,
now use EtherCAT and PC-based automation technology.

would soon become obsolete, and the software required outdated flowchart-style

uses site-specific drawings and our library of preconfigured code for unit sorters,

programming. In addition, their machine controllers offered extremely limited

carton sorters, regular conveyors and other technologies in order to write the

memory and depended on OPC DA to communicate with other devices, which was

complete code project within hours. As a result, the commissioning engineer can

succeeded by the more effective and secure OPC UA standard long ago.

essentially visit the site, load the code onto the machine and hit ‘go.’” Preserving
these efficiencies was very important as SDI explored new platforms.

When exploring new control platforms, the SDI engineers focused on performance
but also considered flexibility, scalability and cost to be key factors. The team

PC Control carries new technological capabilities

wanted to maximize cost-effectiveness at the time of purchase and for the overall

The SDI controls team soon identified robust control solutions from Beckhoff

product lifecycle. “The technology most automation and controls vendors offered

Automation. “What first drew our attention to Beckhoff was the real-time com-

was simply not advanced enough, especially for the requirements of the JOEY

munication speed of EtherCAT,” Suggs says. The EtherCAT industrial Ethernet

Pouch Sorter,” explains SDI Controls Director Mike McCanney. “These options

system enables a range of topologies – including line, tree and star – and can

were also significantly lacking in terms of both memory and storage. With any

incorporate up to 65,535 nodes per network segment. This is particularly useful

application, we always deliver our entire DCMS controls solution, even if it’s not

in widely distributed material handling applications. “The combination of these

entirely used, to enable easier upgrades or customizations to meet client demands

EtherCAT benefits helped SDI solve performance issues with its legacy fieldbus

in the future. Therefore, the controller needs enough memory capacity to store

to enhance sorting and JOEY applications,” says Mark Olton, Area Sales Engineer

that sizable project.”

for Beckhoff. Olton adds that, at the same time, EtherCAT allowed SDI to continue
incorporating third-party devices and networks, such as EtherNet/IP, AS-Interface

The new controls platform would also need to convert and repurpose existing

and PROFIBUS: “The system openness inherent in EtherCAT proved very helpful,

code from SDI’s broad portfolio with ease and help improve the company’s build

especially since most distribution center customers are unable to simply rip and

process when commissioning machines.

replace their entire network infrastructure.”

“As we started converting code, traditional PLC platforms simply couldn’t

Because EtherCAT provided such advanced capabilities, the SDI engineers also

support some of our fairly simple programming constructs,” McCanney says.

began to explore PC Control technology from Beckhoff. After several successful

“Also, we wanted to preserve what we call ‘the build,’ which is our method for

in-house tests on SDI conveying systems, they specified the Beckhoff C6920 Con-

automatically mapping all I/O terminals and points. This software we developed

trol Cabinet Industrial PC (IPC) due to the power required by large and complex
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architectures, including JOEY applications. The C6920-0050 variant SDI selected
features a quad-core Intel® Core™ i7 processor with clock speeds of 2.4 GHz, and
it offers 2 GB DDR3L RAM standard with the option to expand up to 16 GB. RAM
in other variants in the C6920 series can even be expanded to 32 GB. “The C6920
is an extremely powerful PC, and it works well in the JOEY Pouch Sorter because
of the high performance demands and large number of scanners,” says Upwood.
For less demanding conveying and sortation systems, SDI was able to scale down
to the Beckhoff CX5130 Embedded PC. This DIN rail-mounted controller offers a
compact size of 142 mm x 100 mm x 92 mm, but still packs significant processing
power via a dual-core Intel Atom® processor. “While the C6920 remains important
in many situations, we standardized on the CX5130 as our main machine controller. It comfortably provides the necessary performance level for most applications
and offers an optimal price point for us,” Suggs explains. Through the inherent
scalability of Beckhoff IPCs and TwinCAT 3 automation software, SDI can easily
run the same code on either controller without requiring changes beyond the
runtime license.

Collaboration at SDI’s controls facility in Melbourne, Florida: (from left) Chief
Technology Officer Jim Suggs, Senior Controls Engineer Kyle Upwood and Beckhoff
Area Sales Engineer Mark Olton.

Automation software opens up new possibilities
As a universal engineering environment and runtime software, TwinCAT 3 allowed

The upgraded controls platform has provided significant results, including in-

SDI to increase its capabilities while preserving existing code. Unlike the previ-

creased messaging to the database, according to Upwood. “We increased the

ous platform, TwinCAT offers programming in all IEC 61131-3 languages with

single point machine rate by 58% to now over 10,000 units per hour. This was

object-oriented extensions as well as computer science languages through its

achieved while also increasing the barcode cameras that are required to run at

integration into Microsoft Visual Studio . “The ability to use more modern pro-

this new max rate by 40%. I/O points increased by 51%, and high-speed track

gramming methods has completely changed how we create code,” McCanney

switching devices increased by 182%,” he says.

®

says. SDI also improved on its build process using TwinCAT Automation Interface,
which enables the automatic creation and manipulation of TwinCAT eXtended

Less than two years after choosing Beckhoff, SDI migrated nearly all existing code

Automation Engineering (XAE) configurations. The Automation Interface functionality is possible using all COM-capable and dynamic script programming

to the new platform and enhanced its design and build processes. “There was a

languages, such as .NET, Windows PowerShell or IronPython.

would be to convert our libraries of code. Beckhoff made it much easier than we

lot of concern when we first began shifting control platforms about how easy it
anticipated,” McCanney says. Some SDI code is deprecated or for discontinued

The TwinCAT Automation Device Specification (ADS) interface offered additional
benefits for commissioning and communication in distributed, multi-controller

equipment, but the progress the company has made in programming is significant. “With the last major pieces that we had to finish, including the high-speed

architectures. “TwinCAT treats individual software modules, such as the PLC,

merge and the auto induct, we are likely 85% complete as of today,” Suggs adds.

independently as a server or client, and ADS exchanges messages between these

“In addition, TwinCAT Automation Interface greatly improved our capability to

objects within the system and over the TCP/IP connections,” Olton explains. As a

create software that adapts well on every new application.”

device- and fieldbus-independent interface, ADS eliminated the requirement for
outdated OPC DA in all new SDI applications. “With EtherCAT and ADS as a backbone for cross-controller communication, we can implement a more distributed

By implementing Beckhoff IPCs, SDI exceeded its memory and processing power

controls environment with smaller controllers spread across fulfillment centers,”

other vendors. “To get that amount of memory from one particular competitor

McCanney says.

would have cost $20,000,” McCanney says. “With Beckhoff, it just feels like we’ve

requirements, but it also reduced cost compared to comparable offerings from

roared into the 21st century. I didn’t realize how much our previous controls
Intralogistics systems deliver significant improvements

platform was holding us back. For a company of our size to deliver large-scale

The JOEY Pouch Sorter has allowed SDI to optimize the existing footprint in

automated systems to major retailers and apparel manufacturers, we benefitted

distribution centers while increasing throughput considerably. By transitioning its
controls platform to Beckhoff, SDI has seen significant performance gains in all

greatly by implementing Beckhoff as our standard platform.” With increased controller and networking capabilities, SDI can continue designing and implementing

solutions. For the JOEY Pouch Sorter, in particular, this has enabled the installation

more innovative JOEY Pouch Sorters and other material handling innovations to

of larger and more complex applications, according to Suggs. “A recent JOEY application for a large clothing manufacturer boasts 67,000 shuttles with numerous

further optimize floor space usage in today’s distribution centers.

switches and 70 scanners where the shuttle makes logic decisions in real-time,”
he says. “This JOEY system uses garment hangers, rather than pouches, on the
67,000 shuttles. It tracks the items, typically suits, through various buffers to
a matrix sortation system. This automatically produces the stack sequence – a
small, medium and large suit, in that exact order – before delivering it to the
packing station.”

Further information:
www.sdi.systems
www.beckhoff.com
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Fortna expands warehouse capabilities in logistics center with PC-based control

Retailer Journeys sets course for dynamic growth
in e-commerce
To keep up with the continuing rise in online sales, retailers must design better websites, expand their shipping capacities and
optimize their logistics processes. This challenge is very familiar to U.S.-based retailer Journeys, which specializes in footwear
from brands that are popular with young adults, such as Adidas, Fila, Converse and Vans. Together with its partner Fortna,
Journeys recently upgraded its distribution center with PC-based control technology.
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Large picture: Each line features a pole-mounted
CP3919 multi-touch Control Panel that is connected
to the control cabinet via the CP-Link 4 One Cable
Display Link.
Small picture: The Journeys distribution center
in Lebanon, Tenn., supports order fulfillment for
hundreds of stores and the footwear retailer’s
growing e-commerce sales.
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The TwinCAT 3 automation
platform is ideal to support

At a glance

engineering and execution
of the customizable

Solutions for intralogistics

FortnaWES™ warehouse

–

upgrade of a retailer’s warehouse and
distribution center

management software.

Customer benefits
–

expanded capacities, increased throughput
and optimized order fulfillment

–

all systems integrated within a heterogeneous
logistics environment

–

seamless migration to the new solution
with minimized downtime

A compact Beckhoff CX2030
Embedded PC runs the ware-

Applied PC Control

house execution system soft-

–

TwinCAT 3 as the engineering platform for
upgrading the controls layer of the FortnaWES™

ware and controls conveyors

warehouse execution system software

and other equipment.

–

TwinCAT 3 TCP/IP for real-time communication
between controls layer and business layer

–

CX2030 Embedded PC and CP3919 multi-touch
Control Panel for line control

Journeys first partnered with software specialist Fortna in 2000 to design

Mandatory in logistics: maximized throughput

and implement its warehousing and logistics center in Lebanon, Tennessee.

and minimized downtime

The facility originally extended over 320,000 square feet to support 800

The specifications for the upgrade were dictated by the distribution center’s

brick-and-mortar stores with 17 million SKUs (stock-keeping units) per year.

high throughput requirements. For example, high-speed sorters and merges

In 2015, the boom in online shopping prompted Journeys to begin planning a

had to be capable of handling more than 130 boxes per minute with incredi-

major warehouse upgrade, which was completed in 2017. Besides increasing

ble accuracy, because a single mistimed box can jam the conveyor and bring

its capacities, Journeys wanted to raise its throughput and optimize its order

the entire operation to a halt. Since unplanned downtime is something that

fulfillment processes to best serve its successful store business while boost-

a company like Journeys simply cannot tolerate, the order fulfillment oper-

ing online sales and satisfying new consumer demands such as same-day or

ations even had to continue during the warehouse expansion, says Jeremy

next-day delivery. William King, group vice president of integrated technology

Davidson, director at Fortna. To solve this problem, the migration was carried

solutions for contractor Fortna, explains: “As part of the expansion project,

out in phases. First, Beckhoff controllers were added to execute the legacy

we increased the distribution center’s capacity by adding a new conveyor

software. Next, the fieldbus communication was upgraded to EtherCAT, and

and picking system. We also upgraded the warehouse control system with

finally complete automation solutions were implemented based on TwinCAT

our FortnaWES™ Warehouse Execution System (WES) software and the sup-

and CX2030 Embedded PCs.

porting hardware.”
To minimize downtime during the migration, Fortna installed an extra CX2030
Fortna Inc., which is headquartered in West Reading, Pennsylvania, and has lo-

Embedded PC near the main line controller. This enabled the operator to

cations in several other countries, designs and implements logistics solutions

simply move the Ethernet cable and CFast flash memory card to the new unit

including its industry-specific FortnaWES™ software for companies across the

as needed.

globe. The company helps customers implement innovative control technology
while leveraging legacy systems for better results. To integrate the controllers

Since any unapproved access to the distribution system over the internet can

and field devices in the Journeys warehouse and optimize its logistics process-

slow down or even stop its operation, protection of the network infrastructure

es, Fortna made full use of the openness and flexibility of PC-based control

was a another requirement: “Security has rightly become a critical area of

technology and EtherCAT.

focus,” King says.
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The Journeys distribution center expansion project increased
both storage capacity and e-commerce throughput.

Real-time automation raises transactions to a new level

says Doug Schuchart, Material Handling & Intralogistics Manager at Beckhoff

Fortna based an upgrade of the control application layer for its FortnaWES™

Automation LLC. “It possesses the unique ability to support the data exchange

warehouse execution system software on the TwinCAT 3 automation plat-

of more than 65,000 devices over networks with a wide range of topologies and

form. The resulting Fortna Real-Time Controls (FRC) replaced the com-

speeds in the realm of microseconds.”

pany’s 25-year-old FortnaPlus™ software. According to King, TwinCAT’s
TCP/IP-based communication is particularly important: “Ethernet TCP/IP is the

Successful logistics upgrade for e-commerce

protocol that allows our FRC controls layer to talk to our business layer in

When the Journeys distribution center went live in April 2018 after successful

real-time and process thousands of transactions per hour. Anytime we scan a

completion of the upgrade, the results were impressive: expanded storage

carton at a sorter, for instance, the controls layer asks the business layer, ‘Where

capacity, an overall increase in carton throughput and the ability to fulfill

should this go?’ The business layer, which contains the logic, may respond:

e-commerce orders more efficiently.

‘Take it to Lane 6.’ All of this happens in hundred-millisecond cycles, and direct
TCP/IP communication from the PLC makes it possible.”

Together, Fortna and Beckhoff have demonstrated how automation technology and modern logistics solutions can be used not just to manage the risks

On the hardware side, operators interface with the WES through a CP3919

caused by growing e-commerce sales, but also to take advantage of their

multi-touch Control Panel on each line. A CX2030 Embedded PC equipped with

inherent growth opportunities.

a dual-core processor handles the control functions. The PC’s form factor makes
it more accessible to engineers in the industry, explains King: “Many in the
material handling and distribution industries are still locked in the PLC mindset.
A PC-based industrial system that mounts on a DIN rail inside an electrical
cabinet like a PLC looks familiar to them and is accepted more easily.”
Using EtherCAT as the industrial Ethernet fieldbus, Fortna is able to leverage
distributed I/O concepts. “EtherCAT was a compelling technology for Fortna
from the beginning due to its wide acceptance in the logistics industry,”

Further information:
www.fortna.com
www.journeys.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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End-to-end control solution equips smart logistics systems for tomorrow’s challenges

PC-based control is driving advances
in compact, powerful laser navigation systems
for automated guided vehicles
Besides building self-driving industrial vehicles and logistics handling robots, Suzhou i-Cow Intelligent Logistics Technology
Co. Ltd. develops control technology and software algorithms for laser-based navigation systems used in automated guided
vehicles (AGVs). A comprehensive control solution from Beckhoff is not just enabling the Chinese tech company to develop
better-performing products more efficiently, but is helping these products to meet the requirements of Industrie 4.0 and the
Made in China 2025 initiative as well.

As the industrial sector continues to evolve rapidly, the need for flexible and

Control Panel with 5.7-inch touchscreen for visualization and operator inter-

intelligent logistics systems is on the rise. Driverless transport systems have a

action. TwinCAT 3 PLC HMI provides a user interface for easy configuration of

hugely important role to play in this arena, and i-Cow has launched a broad

AGV parameters, AGV positioning, and troubleshooting problems occurring at

range of driverless forklifts equipped with a laser-based navigation

rack locations in the warehouse. To achieve the levels of speed and precision

system, designed to meet the needs of automated warehouse

needed for laser-based navigation, the system uses XFC oversampling terminals.

logistics across industries as diverse as food and beverage,

Beckhoff has also supplied a TwinSAFE solution that

automotive and electronics manufacturing. The company

integrates safety features seamlessly into the

also offers automated guided vehicle (AGV) manufacturers

overall system.

and integrators custom solutions for incorporating i-Cow’s
core technology into their own hardware.

A powerful control platform:
the Embedded PC

Laser navigation: a flexible and economical

The compact CX5130 Embedded PC handles all

logistics tool

the control functions required for laser navigation.

The core challenge for advanced AGV systems used

It replaces a conventional navigation-control sys-

in warehouse logistics is to navigate flexibly and

tem and communication module used previously,

efficiently through the racks of inventory. One solu-

bringing down both space requirements and costs.

tion here is computer-aided vehicle control based on

The software functionality includes a laser navi-

laser technology, which not only lets vehicles navigate

gation algorithm and a control loop for AGV drive

freely within the warehouse space but also offers

and steering axes, both written in C++ code, plus

cost advantages, because it does not rely on fixtures

control logic for a single AGV, the TwinCAT 3 PLC

embedded in the floor. i-Cow’s laser-guided AGVs

HMI for visualization, planning software, and a

can automatically pick up and deposit goods on

TCP/IP communication program for the automatic

warehouse shelves. The laser navigation system

charging station.

works with just a single vehicle, but it is capable
of supporting multiple vehicles when combined
with a traffic management system.
To meet the tough technical challenges involved in this type of navigation, i-Cow’s
system relies comprehensively on control components from Beckhoff. The
system is controlled by a CX5130
Embedded PC with a dual-core
Intel Atom® CPU running TwinCAT 3

PC-based control manages all the operations carried

software and incorporates a CP6907

out by i-Cow’s driverless forklift.
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“We chose the CX5130 for its performance, range of interfaces and compact design. As a DIN rail-mounted Embedded PC, it takes up much less space than the
previous control systems. Another advantage is that the Beckhoff bus terminal
system supports a variety of fieldbuses, including CANopen and PROFIBUS, so
it’s compatible with our existing peripheral devices. In addition, the Embedded
PC has Ethernet ports and supports a variety of protocols, making it easier for
us to implement wireless communication,” explains Yongping Pan, head of
Research and Development at i-Cow.
Precise, high-speed laser navigation with XFC

A CX5130 Embedded PC with EtherCAT and TwinSAFE terminals provides an

When an AGV is navigating by laser, a built-in laser scanner performs rapid

exceptionally compact control solution for the AGV system.

rotating sweeps to capture reflective markers located around the operating
area. The exact position of the AGV can only be computed once a sufficient
number of markers have been scanned. Precise, high-speed scanning is crucial
here. To achieve this, i-Cow uses an EL1262 XFC EtherCAT digital input terminal
with oversampling. Capable of performing up to 1,000 sampling operations in
1  ms – which corresponds to a sampling cycle of 1 µs – it supports exceptionally
high-resolution target-value and actual-value acquisition that meets the high
speed requirements of laser navigation.
Versatile software for even higher performance
The TwinCAT 3 control software complements the powerful hardware perfectly. One key benefit from i-Cow’s perspective is that TwinCAT 3 can be
programmed in C++ and is able to call up modules. This simplifies both the
development process in general and migration of the navigation control
algorithm in particular. In addition, due to its flexibility and modular design,

With TwinCAT 3 PLC HMI, operators can enter AGV parameters and identify storage

TwinCAT 3 is an efficient development environment suited to creating a range

rack loading errors in an easy-to-use interface.

of software components, and enables i-Cow engineers to work collaboratively
as a team.
“The ability to work with C/C++ as a programming language is really valuable

safety system and all the extra effort it would have involved. Our solution

for us because we’ve gained a lot of experience with it over the years and it

reduces cabling costs and development time,” explains Haixia Wang, i-Cow’s

allows us to implement complex function blocks. If a process lets us code in

safety officer.

C++, we can embed the function blocks quickly and easily in TwinCAT 3, as is
the case with the laser navigation code, which is written in C++. TwinCAT 3 also

Working together to deliver future-proof solutions

allows individual program tasks to be distributed across multiple CPU cores. This

Since i-Cow began using Beckhoff components to implement laser-based

means that the computing power of multi-core CPUs, such as the CX5130, can

navigation on its forklift AGVs in early 2016, collaboration between the two

be leveraged to enable programs to execute faster,” explains Zhifei Yu, head of

companies has steadily widened and intensified. Automation solutions from

i-Cow’s development department.

Beckhoff are now also being implemented in magnetically guided shuttles and
in vehicles for smart rack systems, both currently under development. “The PC-

Saving time and money with an integrated safety solution

based automation platform’s openness and flexibility give i-Cow the latitude

Although automated guided vehicle systems with laser navigation can take

to solve a wide range of application problems,” says Wang Ping, i-Cow’s Chief

on much of the workload in a warehouse, they still need to work alongside

Executive Officer. And his outlook is positive: “Leveraging the exceptional per-

people. Collision protection is therefore a crucial function in AGVs. Here,

formance of the PC-based control technology, we’ll be able to continue to meet

i-Cow has opted to deploy a comprehensive solution using TwinSAFE. This is

the increasing requirements of control systems in the future.”

implemented using an EL6900 TwinSAFE Logic EtherCAT terminal, an EL1904
TwinSAFE digital input terminal and an EL2904 TwinSAFE digital output
terminal.
The AGV chassis is fitted with safety sensors all the way round that are scanned
via the EL1904 input terminal. If the sensors detect an obstacle in an AGV’s
safety zone while it is moving, the TwinSAFE system responds immediately,
first engaging the emergency brake on the AGV’s drive axis, then cutting the
power to the drive after a preset delay. “Using TwinSAFE to fully integrate a
safety solution into the control technology eliminates the need for a separate

Further information:
www.i-cow.cn
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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America in Motion founder explains how machine learning, vision and speech on a universal PC-based platform can move
mobile robots forward for intralogistics

Automation advances chart
new course for AGVs
Tommy Hessler, CEO of America in Motion (AIM), has worked with automated guided vehicles (AGVs) since the mid-1980s.
During that time, the AGV industry has repeatedly forecast exponential growth but has not widely embraced leading-edge
technologies, says Hessler, who has assisted the National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST) with defining AGV
standards. However, Charlotte, North Carolina-based AIM has always taken a different route.
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America in Motion AGVs can complete
a number of tasks from pulling and
stacking pallets to loading them into
semi-truck trailers.

TwinCAT 3 automation software supplies a universal engineering environment for AGV advances.

Since Hessler and Executive VP Theresa Blasius founded AIM in 2007, the com-

PC Control magazine recently spoke with Hessler about the future of AGVs

pany has worked on numerous custom AGV projects using Beckhoff Automation

and the industry.

technologies. AIM uses various PC-based control and EtherCAT I/O hardware,
along with TwinCAT automation software for supervisory control or navigation

What trends and technologies are changing the course

in certain cases. The company’s early automatic guided cart (AGC), built more

of the AGV industry?

than 10 years ago, ran TwinCAT 2 on a DIN rail-mounted CX1010 Embedded
PC with 500 MHz of processing power. Now, AIM uses more powerful CX5120

Tommy Hessler: In the broader industrial world, many manufacturers and OEMs

Embedded PCs and CP6606 Panel PCs as an operator interface to control its call

are embracing Industrie 4.0 and IoT concepts. But in the world of automatic guid-

stations. Hessler is also beginning to implement advanced IoT capabilities using
TwinCAT 3, many-core control via CX2042 Embedded PCs with Intel® Xeon®

ed vehicles, this has not hit home yet – despite how smart and capable Industrial

processors and other future-facing technologies to turn AGVs into next-gener-

upgrading AGV controllers and software platforms to implement Industrie 4.0

ation mobile robots.

concepts. We are using PC-based control from Beckhoff to increase functionality,

PCs (IPCs) have become. America in Motion is adopting these new ideas and

for example, by adding advanced speech, vision, cloud connectivity and machine
learning capabilities. As a result, AGVs are becoming a PLC on wheels.
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Engineers at America in Motion,
including (from left) Software Engineer
Nolan Weiler, Engineering Project
Manager David Moses and CEO Tommy
Hessler, have collaborated closely
with Beckhoff Regional Sales Engineer
Chuck Padvorac, P.E., on AGV upgrades
throughout the years.

How are customers influencing these changes?

devices, per ANSI and ISO standards. We want to collect information any time
these safety devices are triggered and take a photo, automatically blurring faces

Tommy Hessler: Our customers want to collect actionable information from

to protect privacy, to determine what happened. There are black-box solutions

every aspect of their business. Because AGVs drive around the plant all day, they

for this that require the AGV to manually plug into a separate computer. We are

offer a valuable way to collect operations data as mobile IoT devices. However,

developing solutions that will tie the functionality into our overall control infra-

the AGV control platforms widely available today do little more than naviga-

structure that will run on a CX2042 Embedded PC and transmit data wirelessly.

tion, and they rely on outdated communication via CANopen or another legacy

The third category covers system performance, which means keeping statistics

fieldbus. The system openness and multi-protocol communication capabilities

on routes and efficiency changes by day or hour. This allows facilities to optimize

available through the EtherCAT industrial Ethernet system help us incorporate

AGV routes with incredible results. For example, I performed a study for a dom-

CAN devices now, but we would like to use only EtherCAT in the future as we

inant beverage producer on one warehouse: Without optimization, it required

standardize on Beckhoff.

roughly 180 AGVs, but once optimized with better data collection and analysis, it
only needed 32. So with this data, the efficiency increases are substantial. Soon,

The capabilities of TwinCAT and other Beckhoff technologies allow us not only

this optimization will leverage neural networks, such as those made possible by

to collect information but also to present it using HTML5-based TwinCAT HMI

TwinCAT Machine Learning. There again, Beckhoff helps us start at step seven.

software and standard web servers. With the Beckhoff platform, we can do this
without writing extensive code, which significantly reduces programming effort.
Also, the integration of Microsoft Visual Studio® in TwinCAT 3 makes program-

Beyond functional safety, do you foresee TwinCAT Vision
enhancing AGV systems?

ming easier for us, since we are most experienced with C# and JavaScript. So if
there are 10 steps, for example, to reach our goals, we are essentially starting

Tommy Hessler: I see software for image processing, such as TwinCAT Vision,

at step seven by implementing Beckhoff technology.

as enabling technologies for AGVs to find pallets and racking more efficiently
using GigE cameras. Today AGVs use lasers or a guide taped onto the floor to de-

What data types are most useful to distribution center

termine their X-Y potions in warehouses, but they can’t identify specific objects

and intralogistics managers?

or racks. This requires time-consuming measurement, and if anything changes,
engineers have to return to measure again. On top of that, if customers want to

Tommy Hessler: There are three main categories. The first is performance

move the guide paths even slightly, they often don’t have the proper tools to do

data, which means the measurement of how many loads are moved per hour

so. Some AGV vendors play games and do not provide customers the rights to

per AGV. Beckhoff offers much greater capabilities to collect and graphically

a facility’s definition tables. This isn’t the AGV vendor’s proprietary information;

present this data.

it’s simply your floorplan.

The second category is safety. These autonomous vehicles move around busy

By implementing 128-beam lasers that update 50 times per second with inte-

facilities among people, using light curtains, safety bumpers and other safety

grated vision and machine learning, the AGV could basically survey and map the
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America in Motion call stations often feature a CP6606 “economy” built-in Panel PC,
which operators can use to signal an AGV.

distribution center without human involvement, adjusting if shelving positions
or heights change. A pallet could be located anywhere, but once it is identified,
the AGV calculates the path and simply picks it up on its own. With open, PCbased control technologies in a single platform, customers can better manage
their data and operations.
America in Motion is implementing Beckhoff CX2042 Embedded PCs with EtherCAT

Are warehouse workers and managers excited

I/O and TwinCAT 3 as a control platform for advanced AGV functionality.

or apprehensive about these technologies?
Tommy Hessler: Many times selling AGVs seems like selling a car in the 1890s:
The technology is already unfamiliar, and if you started to talk about things
way ahead of their time, like CD players, no one would understand anything.
Management wants to improve throughput, but doesn’t know why they need an
AGV, how it works or if it’s safe, even though it has light curtains all around. We
make an effort to guide everyone through the experience and give AGVs more
familiar, human attributes. We make the vehicles unique colors and give them
names, like Frank and Dottie. Now, using TwinCAT Speech, we are designing a
better system, especially for picking operations. Instead of typing ‘I’m done’ or
pushing a button after every pick, operators with a headset will simply talk to
the AGV by name and have both hands available to pick boxes at the next stop.
Having a mobile robot by your side that listens and verbally responds to you
will enhance operations and make U.S. businesses more competitive for workers
and management, and that’s what we want. People often feel automation takes

America in Motion was founded in 2007 in Charlotte, North Carolina, to build custom

away jobs, but we named our company America in Motion because we want

AGVs based on the unique requirements of each customer and application.

to do the exact opposite. Our vision is to make robots friendly so they really
collaborate and add value rather than compete against humans. Implemented
correctly, we can keep the whole production and desirable jobs here in America.
With the TwinCAT software platform and IPC hardware from Beckhoff, we can
continue innovating to keep manufacturers and distribution centers moving
forward at full speed.
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Further information:
www.weareaim.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Flexibility in topology, automatic addressing and inherent cybersecurity are just a few advantages
of EtherCAT in the smart distribution center of today and tomorrow

EtherCAT gains the home-field advantage
in intralogistics
Intralogistics is a home game for EtherCAT: In hardly any other industry do the unique selling
points of the technology have such an advantageous effect. Due to its unique functional principle,
EtherCAT provides a number of special features that no other industrial Ethernet technology or
traditional fieldbus system can offer.

Let’s start with the topology. For conveyor systems, tilt-tray sorters, storage

EtherCAT is best known for its outstanding performance. Even in large

and retrieval machines (SRM) and the like, line topology is the ideal match.

networks, the EtherCAT cycle time matches the performance of the fastest

EtherCAT has no issue whatsoever with line topology since it is not switch-

industrial controllers such as PC-based systems, thus leading to an extremely

based. I have seen material handling systems that required dozens of Ethernet

short reaction time. And in many intralogistics applications, it is the reaction

cables to be run to the central switch located in the control cabinet in order to

time that limits the system throughput. If the reaction on the moving part is

avoid cascaded switches. With EtherCAT, however, just one cable is enough. But

faster, the movement can be faster. In a world of next-day or even same-day

EtherCAT is not limited to the line topology; drop lines, tree and star topologies,

delivery, performance of the equipment is paramount and EtherCAT meets

as well as hot connect of network segments and even cable redundancy, are

this challenge.

supported as well, the latter with standard devices – that is, no need for special
cable redundancy devices. So the EtherCAT topology follows the application,

Physically, EtherCAT is a peer-to-peer system: Each node generates the physical

not vice versa. This also applies to the number of nodes: EtherCAT can handle

signal from scratch, so unlike with traditional fieldbus systems, noise does

up to 65,535 in one segment, with 100 m between two nodes on copper cable,

not travel beyond the next node in an EtherCAT system. This makes EtherCAT

or 20 km on fiber optics. Of course one can switch between the physical layer

very robust. And the unique diagnostic capabilities go even further: EtherCAT

options any number of times.

not only detects bit errors, it also localizes them. Even a loose connector is
detected and localized. So if there is a physical layer issue, it can be found and

Next is its ease of use: There is no need to handle MAC addresses or IP address-

fixed quickly.

es, configure switches or routers or call the IT department for help. EtherCAT
distributes node addresses automatically and makes sure that there is no

Cybersecurity is becoming increasingly important in intralogistics systems,

address overlap. Whereas configuring and double checking IP addresses in a

which provides additional home-field advantages. EtherCAT is not based

large industrial Ethernet network can take days, EtherCAT does all this with a

on the Internet protocol, thus malware cannot travel over EtherCAT. In an

mouse click.

EtherCAT network, only EtherCAT frames are forwarded. Thus other Ethernet
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“The majority of the world’s
top 10 materials handling
system suppliers* rely on
EtherCAT, and half are ETG
members.”
*Based on rankings from Modern Materials Handling, 2019

WITRON became member 5,000 of ETG in 2019, adding to the number
of high-profile intralogistics providers in the organization.

frames – including those that contain malware – are filtered out in hardware

conformance test tool as required by ETG rules, but also tests its product

by the slave controller chips. Man-in-the-middle attacks are also not possible

against TwinCAT software.

since the EtherCAT master controls the behavior of all slave devices. So like the
traditional fieldbus systems, EtherCAT systems also fly underneath the radar of

Supplier variety also is the prerequisite for fair pricing and fully featured prod-

the IT department and do not require special cybersecurity attention: EtherCAT

ucts: EtherCAT vendors cannot get away with overcharging or poor implementa-

is the Ethernet fieldbus.

tions, neither on the chip side nor on the device side. Since EtherCAT only needs
an Ethernet port on the master hardware and does not need switches, one also

Functional safety is another crucial part of any intralogistics application. Safety

eliminates infrastructure components, further reducing system cost. And since

over EtherCAT (FSoE) covers that ground with a flexible approach that allows

commissioning time and troubleshooting are shortened due to the combination

one to add a distributed functional safety subsystem to a non-safe control

of simplicity and diagnostic features, total cost of ownership is lower by default.

architecture. Furthermore, Safety over EtherCAT is supported by more vendors
than any other safety protocol in the industry.

The features of EtherCAT match the requirements of the global intralogistics
industry extraordinarily well. So its widespread adoption should come as no

Speaking of supplier variety: EtherCAT is an open technology supported

surprise. The majority of the world’s top 10 materials handling system suppliers

and maintained by the world’s largest fieldbus organization. EtherCAT

rely on EtherCAT, and half are ETG members.

Technology Group (ETG) has more than 5,600 member companies from
66 countries, out of which about 3,000 have officially registered as EtherCAT

Martin Rostan,

product vendors. EtherCAT is an international standard originally developed

Executive Director, EtherCAT Technology Group

by Beckhoff. And since Beckhoff is the inventor of EtherCAT, the company’s
TwinCAT automation software is considered the gold standard of EtherCAT
masters. Hence, every device vendor of course not only uses the official

www.ethercat.org

www.pc-control.net

